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CHAPTER I
SALES TRAINING - A FUNCTION OF SALES MANAGEIvffiI\fT‘
The management of salesmen requires the perfor-
mance of four major functions:
1. Selection
2. Training
3. Stimulation
4. Supervision and control
Any organization maintaining a sales force
faces some problems arising out of the performance of each
of these functions. Each activity presents its own pro-
blems to an organization yet, for purposes of successful
selling they are inter-related. The performance of each
function is a means to one end; that of producing the
greatest volume of sales and profit at the lowest possible
expense to the company.
This thesis represented an attempt to exam.ine
certain phases of one of these functions; the training of
salesmen, as it is carried on in selected companies of the
office equipment industry in the United States.
OBJECTIVES OF THE vSTUDY
The objectives of the study were threefold;
1. To determine the nature of the activities
in sales training programs in the industry.
2. To study the broad elements that m.ake up
sales training programs in the industry.
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23. To record certain current practices and trends
in the training of new salesmen in the office
equipment field.
The establishment of these broad objectives dia
not necessarily suggest that it was expected that final
principles of training were to be developed by the inves-
tigation. However, it was recognized that refinements
remain to be m^ade in sales training generally. Sales
training in the office equipment field was thought to
offer a field in which the efficiency of sales managem.ent
might be increased. A basis for any increase in efficiency
must lie in greater knowledge of the situation as it now/
exists. It v/as the purpose of this investigation to add
somie facts to the existing body of knowledge in the field
of sales training in this industry.
The training of salesmien represents only a small
part of the total marketing process. Yet, the goal of max-
imum productivity in distribution will not be reached by
all marketing agencies at one timie, but only by continually
surrounding parts of the system, with facts, with a view^ to
developing standards and improvem.ent in each phase of the
process will this goal be reached.
THE PL-fl-N OF THE STUDY
In this survey, background m.aterials relating to
such topics as definitions, history and background of sales
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3training programs, and the reasons for training salesmen
are discussed in Chapter I. Problems pertinent to training
programs in the office equipment industry were suggested in
Chapter II. Chapter III covered elements to be considered
in building a sales training program and contains a dis-
cussion of fifteen tools of sales training in use in the
industry.
Chapter IV outlined the procedure followed in
conducting this investigation. Chapter V and VI contained
the findirg;s of the investigation. The practices of the
cooperating companies with respect to home office schools,
branch sales schools, elements of the training program,
methods of gathering training material, methods of present-
ing the material, visual aids, and the use of field sales
supervisors were recorded in these two chapters. Chapter
VII summarized the investigation and contains recommenda-
tions based on the investigation.
DEFINITIONS OF TEm'IS
The following tenns recurring in the study are
defined below:
Sales Jfenagement. The planning, direction, and
control of personal selling, including recruit-
ing, selecting, training, equipping, assigning,
routing, supervising, paying, and m.otivating as
these tasks apply to the personal sales force, vl)
1. Definitions Committee. American Marketing Association
Journal of Rteirketing . A.M.A., October, 1948. p. 214
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Sales Manager . The executive who plans, directs,
and controls the activities of salesmen. (This
execu;tive may and often does perform broader func-
tions in the marketing work of his company but the
essential nature of his position lies in his
relation to the personal selling work of the
firm.) (l)
Selling . The personal or impersonal process of
assisting and/or persuading a prospective custom.er
to buy a commodity or a service or to act favor-
ably upon an idea that has coiiin.ercial significance
to the seller. (2)
Industrial Goods . Goods which are destined for
use in producing other goods or rendering services
as contrasted with goods destined for the ultimate
consumer. (3)
Marketing . The perform.ance of business activi-
ties that direct the flow of goods and services
from producer to consumer or user. (4)
Office Equipment Industry . Consists of those com-
panies selling supplies and equipm.ent used in
office and factory clerical operations and systems
Among the products the industry produces are
business forms and system.s, tabulating equipment,
visible records and other tj^pes of record keeping
system.s, typewriters, adding machines, accounting
machines, duplicating machines, transcribing
machines, office furniture, cash registers, post-
age m.eters, filing equipment, check-%niting mach-
ines and all types of miscellaneous office supplie
The industry has increased in importance in
recent years. Incom.e taxes, federal and state require-
1. Definitions Committee. American Marketing Association.
Journal of Marketing . A.M.A., October 1948. p. 214
2. Ibid. p. 214
3. Ibid. p. 208
. p . 2094. Ibid

5ments, wartime conditions, the increasing cost conscious-
ness of management, all have inter-acted to make record
keeping increasingly necessary. These conditions have
resulted in a demand for speed, accuracy, and labor saving
devices in office and factory clerical operations which the
office equipment industry is attempting to serve. This
industry, as any expanding industry, faces many problems,
that of training salesmen to serve the widening markets
opened in recent years is the problem investigated in this
thesis.
BACKGROUITD OF SALES TliAIhlNG PKOGRAMS
A brief history of sales training was included
as background to the problem. Formalized sales training
probably began with the efforts of John H. Patterson of the
National Cash Register Company. Patterson was a formxer
coal dealer who purchased the controlling interest in a
comp<any that manufactured a crude cash register. The reg-
ister was designed to take the place of the old-fashioned
till or cash drawer. Patterson’s selling problem.s proved
greater than his production problems so his attention and
interest turned to selling. Patterson started by asking
some of his successful salesmen to tell him how they m.ade
sales. He held sales conferences, used demonstrations,
manuals, bonuses, contests, and special rewards. In 1894,
he held sales schools, possibly the first of its kind.
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His company is still among the leaders in the training of
salesmen, (l) (National Cash Register Co. was among the
contributors to this study.)
Patterson held a particularly high regard for
the value of sales training. His biographers offered the
following:
Mr. Patterson used to say over and over again
that business was nothing but teaching. The men
in business had to keep learning all the time,
and keep passing their knowledge on to others if
business was to survive...
He put this theory into practice, and the
N.C.R. Co. became virtually a vast training
school. (2)
Patterson' s efforts to introduce sales training
to the organization met with opposition.
Nothing we have ever started in connection with
our organization, Mr, Patterson declared at a
dinner held at the conclusion of one of the
schools, was subjected to so much ridicule as
the starting of a school to teach our men. It was
considered beneath their dignity to a good many
people, as treating them too much like children,
and for this reason we lost a good many agents.
For years there was hardly any person connected
with our institution who believed in it, or had
any faith in it. They looked upon it as a fad
of the most foolish kind. v3)
1. Nixon, H.K. and Carskadon, T.R. The Story of Selling .
Crowell Collier Publishing Co., New York, 1946. p. 46
2. Johnson, Roy Lynch, Russel !V. The Sales Strateprv
of John H. Patterson . Dartnell Corp., New York, 1932.
p . 125
3.
Ibid. p. 230
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By 1900, Pat-terson had developed an aggressive
sales organization that became a model for sales managers
all over the country. Men trained by Patterson eventually
influenced the sales policies of many of our leading in-
dustries. After Patterson, no single individual dominated
the field of sales training but the quest for better train-
ing methods was joined by many sales managers in all types
of industry.
By the 20' s relatively modern techniques of sales
training were in tentative use by a few pioneer-
ing sales managers. And in the early 30 's train-
ing techniques were further developed as a sti-
mulant to lagging markets. ( 1)
By 1941, most larger sales organizations as v;ell
as many smaller companies were using some systematic train-
ing for sales. But, these companies represented only a
small fraction of the whole of the nation's sales staffs.
During the war years, owing to many factors, the extension
of sales training programs v/as almost completely halted
whereas the end of the war brought a strong revival of in-
terest in sales training problems. There is probably reason
to believe that as we return to a buyer's market, manage-
ment' s attention will continue to be directed towards the
1. Nystrom, P.H. (Ed.) Marketing Handbook . Ronald Press
Co., New York. 1948. Sec. 27, p. 1089
2. Dyner, Eugene Successful Sales Training . Advertising
Publications, Inc., Chicago, 1945. p. 2
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problem. It is generally recognized that increasing the
productivity of salesmen is one way of reducing costs and
increasing profits. Sales training is being increasingly
considered as one method of approaching this objective.
Experiences in training salesmen during the
period ahead will be greatly influenced by the lessons in
training techniques and methodology learned during the war
years. The contributions of war-time experience to the
development of sales training included the following;
1. A widely-held belief that sales training must
assume greater prominence because of new de-
mands, new products, new appeals, new sell-
ing channels, and new competitive devices and
that effective selling can best be obtained
by making salesmen to measure rather than by
trying to hire them ready made.
2. A greatly improved recognition by top market-
ing m.anagement of its responsibilities in
providing adequate organization, administra-
tion, and budget for this technical function,
and in cooperating with the training director
group, division, or department.
3. A wider appreciation by sales managers and
training specialists of the need and wisdom
of building a sales training- program upon
fact-finding research in the interests of a
tailor-made result.
4. A greater understanding of the importance of
planning, and constructing training tools,
manuals, bulletins, demonstrations, visual
aids, etc.
5. An increasing acceptance of the idea that
the training program should be thought of as
a ’’learning" process rather than as a "teach-
ing" project, v/ith a resulting emphasis upon
conference methods and experimental perfor—
.I***
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raance under guidance and under the controll-
ing concept that a person learns best how to
do something by doing it and not merely by
looking at pictures of the process, or talk-
ing about it, or even by watching a competent
performer do his stuff.
6. A realization of the key importance of the
trainer and the consequent necessity of train
ing men to train.
7. A purposive recognition of the necessity for
emphasis upon qualitative and quantitative
measurements of the results of sales train-
ing. (1)
THE REASONS FOR TKAINEjG SALESJ.EN
Canfield has listed some reasons why salesmen
should be trained:
1. to increase sales
2. to reduce selling costs
3. to attract the better type of salesman to the
organization
4. to unify all selling effort
5. to reduce the turnover of salesmen by making
them more productive
6. to shorten the tim.e necessary to place a new
salesman on a profitable basis
7. to make supervision simpler and more satis-
factory .
8. to insure proper respresentation by preventing
intangible losses created by the mistakes of
untrained men.
9. to safeguard the investment in new salesmen
10. to reduce the num.ber of salesmen by multiply-
ing the ability of the force
.
11. to meet the demand of trained buyers for in-
telligent understanding of their problems
12. to m*eet increasing com.petition and growing
1. NyStrom, P.H.(Ed.) Marketing Handbook . Ronald Press
Co., New York, 1948. p. 1090
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sales resistance.
13. to reveal ability of new salesmen
14. to stiiTiUlate new selling methods by exchange
of opinions
15. to stimulate salesmen to increased production (l)
The prospects of attaining some or all of these
goals would seem to make sales training a potentially
indispensible tool of management. As might be surmiised
from the large number of companies who do not do much
training of salesmen there are some frequently heard ob-
jections to the training of salesmen.
1. Lack of available time
2. Training costs too much
3. Training is too slow
4. Training is too theoritical
5. Lack of material
6. Business is “different" (2)"
An individual organization needs miore than such
a general list of reasons for training salesmen. More
likely, there would be some indication inside the organ-
ization to suggest that training was needed. This could
be the case even where total sales volum.e was m.aintained
at a satisfactory level. Benge named some possible indi-
cators in general of the need for sales training in a
company
.
1. Canfield, B.R. Sales Admdnistration . Prentice Hall,
New York, 1947. p. 177
2. Ibid. p. 178
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For New Men
1. When increasing the sales force
2. V/hen there is increasing turnover of men
having less than one year's service
3. V.Tien using young men just graduated from
technical schools or colleges
For seasoned salesmen
1. !'/hen productivity per experienced man falls
off
2. V/hen new men outsell experienced salesmen
3. When there is a labor shortage of salesmen
4. ^.''/hen they grow indifferent, stale, or care-
less
5. When their duties are changed
For all m.en
1. ^,Vhen introducing a new product, advertising
campaign, or sales promotion plan
2. When changing to a nev/ method of distribution
3. When dealer complaints increase.
4. V/hen entering a new territory ( 1)
Further, a need for sales training could be re-
vealed by changing competitive conditions on a local, re-
gional, or national basis. Also training is sometimiss
shown to be needed periodically because of hum.an forget-
fulness. Even experienced salesmen have benefitted from
courses stressing somie selling fundamentals.
Benge maintained that if salesmen are well se-
lected careful training is justified. Since, of the
1. Benge, Eugene. ?.'Iannower in Marketing . Harper and Bros.,
New York, 1945. p. 128
2. Ibid. p. 127
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four basic functions of sales management; selection, sti-
mulation, supervision and control, and training, the first
three aj*e almost inescapable, many companies have attempted
to economize on training as an obvious source of cost re-
duction. But, som.e consideration should reveal that train-
ing costs can not altogether be eliminated. The costs will
be either incurred as part of a carefully conceived train-
ing program., or they will be paid out in some other fashion.
Items such as lost orders, dissatisfied customers, returned
goods, or excessive turnover cannot be correctly charged
to the lack of sales training, but training has reduced
these costs in some organizations. "The cost of training
cannot be avoided." (1) In a discussion of training costs,
it must be remembered that costs cannot be judged alone,
but must be weighed in relation to the value received in
return, in many cases, it could be difficult to justify
cost of training because a qualitative judgment as to value
received by sales training is difficult to determine. But,
the contention of training supporters is that if salesm.en
are employed their training is paid for in one way or
another
.
THE OBJECTIVES OF SAXES TPAINIHG
The specific objectives a company desired to
1. Benge, Eugene. Manpower in Marketing * Harper and Bros.,
New York, 1945. p. 128
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reach through a training program would vary from organ-
ization to organization, though, some general objectives
may be noted. The fundamental underlying objective of
sales training is to obtain more sales volume at lowered
cost but, sales training can, in addition, achieve other
objectives. Through training it is possible to give sales-
men a sounder knowledge of the product, or to teach them
something of the technique and psychology of selling in
general, or to teach them, policies of the organization.
In short, the objectives of the program can be tailor-
made as can be the balance of the training programi.
Some specific training objectives could be:
Increasing the unit of sale; improving the m^er-
chandising methods of dealer; selling miore high-
er priced units; doing better missionary work;
making better sales presentations; making more
and betuer product demonstrations; selling larger
orders; getting more and better dealers; increas-
ing service sales; getting improved advertising
ooSperation. (1)
®
Current training objectives including work on
product informiation, selling technique, and company policy
has gone beyond earlier concepts of sales training. Much
early training was confined to the product itself with
little attention paid to such features as company policy
and selling technique. More recently, many sales execu-
1. Canfield, B.R, Sales Administration . Prentice Hall, Hew
York, 1947. p. 179
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lives have come to realize that sales effectiveness in a
competitive buyers* market will depend more and more on
throughly trained m.en. These trained men cannot be ac-
quainted with only one phase of their business or of their
customers* business rather, they should be equipped to
visualize the broader business picture. Particulary in an
industry as technical as the office equipment industry,
the need is great for men who know not only the technical
nature of the products they are selling, but who know human
nature, who are able to constructively advise customers
and give them real help in solving their business problems.
It is this type of men who will build a sound buyer-seller
relationship and return with the order. In an industry
such as the office equipment industry, the men in the field
selling must be more than salesmen, but in a real sense,
business men. Training is one method of developing a force
of businessmen salesmen.
Conclusions such as these formed the basis of
sales training activities of some progressive organizations
contacted in this study. Aspley stated that the salesmen
today who get the business are those who know most about
the business. ^1) To develop and maintain a force of this
type appears to require a constant training effort.
1. Aspley, J.C. (Ed.) "Training Salesmen". Sales ManajTers *
Handbook. Dartnell Co., New York, 1940. p. 423
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The B. R, Goodrich Co. is an example of a company
outside the equipment industry, that has broadened its train-
ing base from product information alone to include the con-
cepts suggested. It was significant that the training of
Goodrich salesmen, whose training was once limited to the
essentials of salesmanship and some product information,
had been extended to include a number of things which an
old time sales manager might question. The range of sub-
jects and teaching techniques now included are:
1. Study of products manufactured or distributed
by the company with visits through the factor-
ies and demonstration of service functions.
2. Discussion of dealer distribution, national
accounts, national advertising, and sales
promotion programs, window display, dealer
identification and other poin?-of-sale aids.
Accounting methods and credits also take a
large part of the class’s time.
3. Retail store operations, correct mxethods for
retail selling, discussion of retail store
personnel, accounting, advertising, and the
general theory of retail volume, profit and
expense, sales control and quotas form another
series of major subjects. Cl)
The Goodrich program was broadened as wei e miany
like it because it was found that better training did in-
crease sales. Other significant benefits have accrued to
some training conscious organization such as decreased
turnover and higher morale.
1. Aspley, J.C. (Ed.) "Training Salesmen". Sales Managers *
Handbook. Dartnell Co., New York, 1940. p. 423
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The current attitude of many leaders in the office
equipment industry towards sales training- needs in the
industry was expressed by Vials;
During the last several years practically all
office equipment dealers have been extremely
short on m.ost articles of furniture and equip-
ment. Since the demand has exceeded the supply
it has not been a question of actually selling
but instead of being able to m.ake delivery.
As a result of this condition we have not placed
much emphasis on selling, but have had to exert
our efforts in the other direction- in obtaining
the badly needed merchandise.
A.S m.ore merchandise be com.es available
,
it will
be necessary that our salesmen are thoroughly
trained in selling our product. The timie to
start training these men is now... (
D
Vials called attention to a further factor con-
tributing to the need for training. Many new mien have
entered the industry since the close of the war. These
new men need training in the competitive selling of office
equipment. (2) These conditions are characteristic of
much of the industry.
1. Vials, George V. ‘'Sales Training for the Competitive
Office Furniture Market" . Office Appliance Magazine .
September 1947. p. 171
2. Ibid. p. 171
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CHAPTEH II
SALES TMINING AND THE OFFICE EQUIPMENT’ INDUSTHY
This thesis is concerned v;ith one type of sales-
mand in one industry and the companies studied primarily
employ full-time sales representatives selling office
equipm.ent and supplies to industrial buyers of all types
of office and factory equipm^ent and supplies. The sales
training problem.s of each of the conipanies studied were,
in general, similar, but the important fields of retail
selling, wholesale selling, house-to-house canvassing, and
more specialized forms of industrial selling did not fall
within the scope of this paper.
Each of these types of selling, retail, wholesale
house-to-house, and industrial presents its own problem.s
to management and each must be treated separately in a full
discussion of sales training. Each of these selling class-
ifications has its own specialized tools and techniques.
In industrial selling the salesman is usually
readily lecognized as the major sales tool, moreover he is
generally considered by most companies to be the most effec
tive and also the most expensive selling tool. One of the
objections of this study is to determ.ine how salesmen are
trained to use the tools provided by the company to make
their sales job easier and less expensive. Table I was
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included to show where each of the six basic tools of in-
dustrial selling does its Job in the selling program. The
six basic sales methods are, salesmen’s calls, business
papers, catalogs, industrial. expositions
,
direct mail,
and personal letters
.
SOI^® CHAKACTSRISTICS OF THE OFFICE EQUIPrv'IEHT IvlAEKET
The office equipment industry is considered as
part of the industrial market and as such, certain features
of industrial marketing are prevalent in the office equip-
ment field. The selling of office equipment generally in-
volves a comparatively long period of negotiation between
buyer and seller. This presents definite problems to the
sales trainer. The tim*e factor was due in part to the sub-
stantial size of many orders placed by buyers in this in-
dustry. Another characteristic of the marketing of office
equipment affecting the length of negotiation is that us-
ually a number of different executives are involved in the
final decision to buy and in making the choice of a source
of supply. This factor complicates the selling task for
the s alesman as he must contact and influence several in-
dividuals before the order can be obtained. One reason
selling office equipm^ent requires a high level of ability
is that the salesman must satisfy the specific requiremients
of several individuals within an organization against out-
side competitive products.
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The office equipment field was further character-
ized by the specialized skills required of its salesmen.
Inaddition to a general knowledge of his product and his
client's operations, the salesman must often possess spec-
ialized skills such as accounting, engineering, and sim.ilar
skills. These traits are sometimes nesessary if the sales-
mian is to get the business in the first place and service it
properly while he retains the account. Typically also,
the market is characterized by strong coffipetition, large
amounts of detail, infrequency of sale, the prevalance of
direct sales, andlimited time available for selling to
individual customers so that maximum use of the time spent
with each customer must be made. A properly selected, train-
ed and supervised salesman is the type that many companies
are looking for to fill these specifications.
THE EQUIPI..ffiNT SELLING JOB DESCHIBED
The B./Iarketing Handbook illustrating creative
selling, describes the procedure a salesm.an of business
systems follows. The salesman's first task is to
determine whether a particular prospect is a qualified pros-
pect, i.e., interested and able to improve his operation.
After having secured as much background information on the
1. Nystro, P.H. (Ed.) T>/Iarketing Handbook. Ronald Press,
New York, 1948. p. 733
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company, its history, products, background, personalities,
and other information, the salesman determines how the or-
ganization’s operations were being handled at the time so
that he could better point out what his new equipment would
do for the company. Then, the salesman makes a survey of
the organization which could last from a few hours to sev-
eral days or weeks depending on the nature of the system
being studied. making the survey, the salesman must
not only attempt to apply the principles of work simplifi-
cation to the office or factory clerical routines he may
be studying, but must attemipt to subly sell his basic pro-
duct or idea to all in a position to influence its adoption
along the path of his survey. Being able to determine who
in an organization has this power is no simple task in it-
self and requires experience and ability on the part of the
salesman
.
The salesman must in these situations frequently
prepare blueprints, formis, charts, sketches, layouts, or
flow charts as they are needed. At some stages of the sale
demonstrations, either actual or possibily motion picture
or easal demonstrations may be employed in many cases be-
fore the sale is finally closed.
Even when the proposition has been tentatively
sold to the operating executive in charge of the department
such as the office manager, the tabulating supervisor, or
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the production control head, the final approval must come
in many cases from the top executive group of the prospect
company, particularly where a substantial expenditure is
involved. This will frequently require conference selling
to a group of critical executives who may be expected to
force the salesman to justify completely every claim he has
made and back up all of the work he has done to this point.
The salesman must have the answers to their objections at
this point or prejudice the success of his entire campaign
in that particular company.
Completing such a sale requires a properly train-
ed man if the sale is to be made with a minimum of lost
motion and error. Increasing general recognition of the
complexity of the office equipment salesman* s Job probably
accounts in part for the interest displayed in training by
many executives.
It is probable that this type of selling does
require more skillful selling effort than that extended by
many salespeople engaged in retailing or some types of
non-creative selling work. The very complexity and high
level of the selling task suggest that for new salesmen
some type of sales training is basic if the sales forces
in this industry are to reach their potential level of
efficiency.
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INCKEASING RECOGNITION OF THE NECESSITY OF TRAINING
Before World War II, it was customary for many
companies in the industry to give a salesman a price book,
some company liter?5ture, possibly a sample of a machine,
and turn him adrift in the field. This system of train-
ing apparently resulted in supplying enough men through
some survival of the fittest process even though many did
fail v;ith a loss to the company and the individual. The
currently strong interest in sales training in this indus-
try suggested that this method might not be regarded as
favorably today as it was before the war. This shift in
company thinking cannot be accounted for alone on basis of
tighter competitive conditions although this factor cannot
be ignored.
Such factors as the increasing recognition that
the modern office equipment salesman is doing a more varied
job than ever before in history, 'should be taken into
account in considering the increased interest in sales
training. The salesman is in reality the company to the
customers he is calling on. Most of the dealings of any
customer with its resources funnel through the salesman
servicing the account. It is natural that vendors would
desire the men representing them in the field to be pro-
perly trained and able to protect their position and re-
putation. Salesmen in this industry are frequently re-
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quired to do some missionary sales work, work with company
advertising and promotional campaigns, give extra services
in many ways to customers, possibly undertake some credit
investigation or collection, make reports and proposals,
and handle a number of details going beyond the simple
selling task. As more selling organizations realize they
have a vested interest in building up and retaining the
goodwill of their prospects and customers, more will real-
ize the fundamental importance of the salesman in perform-
ing these functions efficiently and profitably.
The modem salesman of office equipment must have
a good knowledge of the specific tasks required of him such
as those suggested above, as well as a general knowledge
of his business and the business of the client. He is more
often regarded as a expert advisor in his field. For example,
the salesman cannot usually conpete successfully in the
printing and forms industry if he is nothing more than a
peddler of paper. Today, the printing salesman should have
a knowledge of office and factory systems in general if he
hopes to be in a position to recommend changes in existing
systems incorporating the use of his product. He must have
a knov/ledge of the different types of business machines and
systems with their possibilities and limitations if he is
to be in a position to recommand the right form for the
particular machine. He should have a knowledge of form
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design and the basic principles of v;ork simplification as
they apply to office and factory clerical operations and
procedures. This, in addition, to the requirements of sales
ability and personality, knowledge of his company policy
and other necessary background information, suggest that
some type of formalized training will increasingly be nec-
essary for companies in this field maintaining a sales force.
These developments appear part of a long tima
trend. The decline of the old time drummer started years
ag’O and is still continuing. Industrial purchasers tody
are looking for information from the salesman calling on
them. To put a force in the field that can act as business
specialists in addition to being good fellows requires, in
almost every case, some formal sales training program..
GENEPAL DETEPMIITANTS OF THE COMPOSITION
OF TRAINING PROGRAMS
Formal sales training began simply enough with
John H. Patterson compiling and using his famous NCR primer.
Patterson's idea, which has never been wholly abandoned by
many, was that of making his salesmen comirndt their sales
manual to m.emory so that the entire force had a standardized
method of meeting any sales situation they would be likely
to encounter. The underlying assumption of this m.ethod v/as
that there v:as one best way of selling cash registers that
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could be standardized and taught to the force so that all
salesmen, old and new, could use the same talk used by the
most successful man in the company. This question of whether
or not to force each salesman to learn verbatim his sales
story or to allow them to use their own language and dis-
cretion is one of the oldest argum.ents in sales managem.ent.
It is still a decision to be made in determining the ele-
m:ents of a course.
In the office equipm*ent field, since the selling
period usually involves a large number of contacts with
several individuals spread over a period of time, the op-
portunities for complete use of standardized or canned
sales presentations might seem, to be limiited. Yet, follow-
ing the lead of NCR, many companies do m.ake use of such
presentations. J^st as there are considerations which would
govern the extent of use of the standardized sales presen-
tation for any equipment company, so there are factors which
must be taken into account in deciding the make-up of the
training program, of any individual com,pany.
A starting: point in determdning the nature of the
individual program is the type of man being recruited. Some
sales forces are made up largely of experienced, able, com-
pany minded men while others are not as fortunate . The
men making up the present force would be one determ.ining
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criterion affecting the nature and type of training decided
upon. Canfield conducted a series of experiments with con-
cealed microphones and recording machines to record exactly
what salesmen of many different lines, including office
equipm.ent, did actually say in various sales situations.
These transcripts have tended to prove that the presenta-
tions of many salesm.en could have stood considerable im.-
provement. Supportersc.of canned talks might well
claim that if these men had been made to follow a carefully
thoughtout pre-planned pattern of presentation, their field
performance might have been improved. Others might say
that the performance of some of these men would not have
been improved by any type of training. If these transcrip-
tions were at all representative, many companiesnot main-
taining training programs because of their faith in the
superior ability of m^en currently in their organization
are laboring under delusions.
Another factor which would affect the training
plans of any organization would be the characteristics of
vheir customers and prospects. Since many of1 ice equipment
salesmen call on executives, top management, and responsible
department heads, the nature of the training should prop-
erly prepare these salesmen to meet these company executives
1. Canfield, B.H. Sales Administration . Prentice Hall,
New York, 1947. p. ii
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on a sound footing. The canned sales talk of Patterson,
for example, might not be satisfactory .for use with many of
these prospects, but some help to the salesman in the form
of suggested selling techniques for different types of cus-
tomers could prove helpful. There does seem to be a trend
towards more detailed control of the salesmen’s tim.e and
efforts in the field. It is probable that the trend will
take into account in the future the need of equipping the
salesmien as fully as possible with the confidence and tools
he needs.
Another consideration affecting the type of train-
ing given is the article sold. The more elaborate or com-
plicated the product is, the more apparent should be the
need for careful training of the salesman, per^ticularly new
representatives. Service demands of the article, repair
facilities, and sim.ilar considerations will affect the basic
training program of any organization.
In the past, most training courses have concern-
ed themselves largely with the product being sold and have
ignored or minimdzed some of the other aspects of sales
training. Generally speaking, it should not be too diff-
icult to develop this technical side of the training course
to a point where the salesman understands his product and
is prepared to discuss it in the field with prospects and
customers. This product aspect of the training program is
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probably fundamental and warrants the best thinking manage-
ment can bring to the problem. Many company programs, how-
ever, stop there. There seemed to be a tendency to believe
that all salesmen already know how to sell, par'ticularly if
they have passed some type of sales aptitue test. (1) This
is probably, in many cases, the wrong assumption to make,
yet many companies today axe apparently making it to greater
or less degree. Many new salesmen, inexperienced man par-
ticularly, need some drill on the fundamentals of selling as
part of their company training program. New salesmenare
usually interested in the reasons why prospects buy a pro-
duct and why others don’t, how to meet comimion objections,
how to prospect for customers, how to close the sale, develop
a sound customier relationship and many other problems which
could properly be included in a sales training course.
One of the comx.onest reasons heard for not placing
such topics in the training course is that such techniques
cannot be learned in school but only on the firing line
.
However, som.e sales executives believed that even experienced
salesmen in the industry can profit by drilling on certain
fundamientals of selling. (2)
1. Russel, F.A. Sales Management Conference. Indiana
Business S-t-udies. 1939. Report #1. p. 11
2. Interviev/, Feb. 1948
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A. final consideration affecting the nature of the
individual program is the amount and type of information on
company history, background, problems, and policies that
managemient deems it necessary for the salesmen to have.
SELECTING THE SALES^IEN TO BE TPAIh^D
The training program of a sales organization must
provide for ttiree classifications of men; beginners, both
experienced and inexperienced, experienced salesmien of var-
ious lengths of service to the organization, and supervis-
ors. ^1) The training methods used would vai*y to some
extent in training these different groups of m.en. The mien
differ widely in experience, background, temperment, age,
attitude towards the organization and in other significant
details. ^2) These differences make it almost mandatory
that separate programs be organized for the particular group
being trained for it is not considered good trainirig prac-
tice to have both experienced and inexperienced man taking
the same course at the sam.e tima . Bigelow said that the
first rule of training should be not to attempt to train
your experienced and nev; men with the same material or in
the same group throughout a course. The possibility,
1. Canfield, B.R. Sales Administration . Prentice Hall, New
York, 1947. p. 179
2. Doubman, J.H. Fundamentals of Sales Management . F.S.
Crofts, New York, 1937. p. 179
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according to Bigelow, is that you will either underinforra
the novices or bore the older men. '’It can't be done
successfully." ^
This investigation was confined primai'ily to a
discussion of the training of new men in the companies
studied. It is probably true that a majority of training
program.s begin with the training of new m.en ( and some end
right there also) . -^his is probably so because the need
for the training of new men is most obvious, at least com-
pared to the need fortraining older m.en, most of whom learn-
ed by experience. Many training directors believed that
the basis of any company-wide training program must lie v/ith
the program, developed for the new men. If the new men are
made t aining conscious, the job of the director can be
materially reduced as the m.en progress to advanced sales
and supervisory^ positions. Canfield pointed out that the
problem of training experienced salesmen and supervisors is
in m.any respects more difficult than xraining new mien, but
none the less necessary. (2) Sales training in order to
approach its potential value to an organization must be
continuous in nature and in one way or another be carried
to every salesmen in the organization as long as he remains
1. Bigelow, Burton. Lecture befoi^Post Graduate Course for
Sales Executives. Hotel Roosevelt, Feb. 1944.
2. Canfield, B.R. Sales Administration . Prentice Hall, New
York, 1947. p. 180
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with it. The training of experienced men need not necessar-
ily involve sales schools. However, continuity of training
is important with old as well as new men. Some devices used
to maintain a continuous training program, suchas sales
bulletins, personal letters and conferences, manuals and
others are discussed in Chapter III,
DEVELOPING THE TKAINIHG PEOGHAI'il
The development of a training program for any
organization involves the consideration of a numiber of
pertinent factors. The Comm.ittee for Economic Development
developed a check list of factors affecting the development
of a training program. These topics should be carefully
considered by an organization developing or revising a sales
training program. The list below is suggestive of the
variety of considerations that must be weighed in develop-
ing a program.
I. Potential results of a development program
A. Volume and profit
B. Competitive position
C. Sales cost
D. Employment level
E. Effectiveness of sales mianagement
II. Factors affecting improvement through selective
recruiting of salesmen
A. Attitude of top management
B. Qualifications
C. Sources of applicants
D. Methods of contacting
E. Interviewing
F. Appraisal of applicants
G. Compensation plans
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III. Factors affecting success of program for train-
ing salesmen
A. Attitude of top management
B. Responsibility for training
C. Selection of subject matter
D. Analysis of salesman's job
E. Fact-finding research
F. Clarity and thoroughness
G. Talking salesman's languag-e
H. Habit of Study
I. Training schedules
J. Selling the program
K. Cooperation of distributors and dealers
L. Sales tools and equipment
M. Interviews with department heads
N. Continuity of training
O. Evaluation of training
IV. Elem.ents of success in direction and motivation
of salesmen
A. Use of time
B. Meetings-Conferences
C. Competitive spirit
D. Merit ratings- compensation review
E. Encouraging initiative-self-reliance
F. Patience and follow-through
V. Leadership qualities that salesmen respect
A. Sales manager's knowledge of his job
B. Clarity in decisions and instructions
C. Fairness and consideration
D. Encouragement, stimulation, morale -building
E. Personal interest in salesmien
F. Firmness in requiring the best ^ 1)
1. Nystrom, P.H. (Ed.) Marketing Handbook . Ronald Press,
New York, 1948. p. 1097-98

CHAPTEi^ III
BUILDING A TRA.INING PHOGPA.M
This chapter discusses methods of gathering basic
training material, elements making up training programs and
tools v/hich may be used in sales training programis in the
industry. These elemients can apply to sales training in many
industries but were selected as particular*ly pertinent to
training in the office equipment industry.
Poliak stated there were basic requirements for
successful accompli shm^ent in sales training. (D If any of
these fundamentals were missing in whole or in part, accord-
ing to Poliak, the training program was bound to be not
completely effective. He listed the following fundamentals;
1. The training objectives must be designed to
achieve specific objectives that have been
formulated in reponse to clearly recognized
needs
.
2. The program must be wholely integrated into the
company's slaes structure, not merely appended
to it.
3. Wholehearted acceptance of and intimate par-
ticipation in the program by all executive
levels in the sales department and in top
management are fundamental.
4. Training must be recognized and operated as a
continuous and unending process.
1. Poliak, Saul. Rebuilding the Sales Staff . McGraw Hill,
New York, 1947. p. 187
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5. The training program must be formiulated on a
custom basis, designed to meet the specific
needs and objectives of each individual com-
pany and even of individual departments within
a single company, (D
This fifth point, the tailor-made fitting of the
sales training program to the requirem.ents of the particular
company will be further discussed in this chapter.
The question of what to teach salesmen in any
company properly can only be answered by considering the
nature of the sales Job in question and the difficulties
encountered in selling in the office equipment industry.
Generally, the tools of Job analysis and Job specifications
should be used in defining these issues. This type of anal-
ysis is apparently fundamental if the program is to be entire-
ly successful.
GATHERING THE IviATERIAL
Benge suggested ten ways to gather basic m^ater-
ial for a training program:
1. Ride territories with poor and outstanding
salesmien, contrasting their m.ethods and view-
points .
2. Survey present and prospective customers to
learn what needs must be met—^what point they
consider important
1. Poliak, Saul. Rebuilding the S-^les Staff . Me Graw Hill,
New York, 1947. p. 188
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3 . Study the practices of competitive salesmen.
4. Talk with dealers and wholesalers.
5. 1/iake an itemized objective study of conpany
products.
6. Study existing sales manuals, bulletins, in-
structions, policies, specifications, sales
promotion literature and material of informa-
tional or instructional nature
.
7. Study manufacturing methods to pick up points
of interest in sales presentations.
8. Determine methods of co-ordinating existing
and contemplated advertising plans with sell-
ing methods.
9. Secure credit department requirement and limit-
ations .
10.
Write out company policies as to guarantees,
servicing, adjustments, repossession, discounts
returned goods, consignment, etc. (1)
The oldest method of setting- up a sales training
program is to study the methods of the most successful pro-
ducers and correlate their m.ethods thus developing a basic
or standard method for the selling of the product. The
theory underlying this method was comparable to Patterson's
pioneer thinking in sales training. That is,- that all
salesmen in an organization co'uld be trained to use the
methods of -the most successful men, presumably thereby in-
creasing total sales production. This method is still
1. Benge, Eugene. Man-power in Marketing . Harper and Bros.,
New York, 1945. p. 129
2. Dartnell Survey. Sales Training Practices . Dartnell
Corp., New York, 1939. Section IV
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fundamental, but the other techniques listed by Benge should
also be carefully considered by individual equipment organ-
izations faced with the problem of building a program.
Along with the issues presented in gathering
training material, the questions of what to include in the
program and v?hat tools to use in presenting this information
must be considered initially and, of course, periodically
checked.
THE ELEf.EI'ITS OF SALES THAINING OJURSES
A Dartnell study of the elements making up the
sales training programs of 43 companies in 1939 disclosed
that most of the training program.s examined followed a de-
finite pattern. That pattern follows:
1. Teach the history of the business
2. Teach the origin and developm.ent of the product
3. Teach the uses for the product
4. Teach how best to approach prospects
5. Teach the creation of desire for the product
6. Teach the presentation of the product
7. Teach the best answers to objections
8. Teach the most effective way to close
9. Teach how to write up the order
10. Teach the policies of the company
11. Teach how to best use sales supports. (D
In lines calling for creative selling, as for
example, "in the selling of office equipment", additional
1. Dartnell Survey. Sales Training Practices . Dartnell
Corp., New York, 1939. Section IV
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effort was placed on such phases of the sales process as the
”pre -approach and use of proof". (D These eleirients are
further discussed in Chapter V.
THE TOOLS OF SALES T1 AIKING
In any sales training program, all of the nec-
essary and available tools should be considered. Just as
the size of the particular organization is not the determin-
ing factor in considering the potential effectiveness of
sales training programs, it is not the size of the organ-
ization that determines the use of any tool. (2) vdien the
proper sales training tools are combined effectively with
an understanding of how to use the tools and intelligent and
cooperative managemient, plus a coordinated program, then any
organization "may properly look forward to an effective sales
training program;" . ^ 2)
Simmions listed 15 tools for sales training that
any organization, large or small can put into immediate use,
whether they had only a. few or many salesman in their sales
force:
1. Dartnell Survey. Sales Training' Practices . Dartnell
Corp., New York, 1939. Section IV
2. Simmons, Harry. "15 Sales Training Tools for Small
Business". Industrial Marketing . October 1947. p. 41
3. Ibid. p. 41
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1. Sales training bulletins
2. Textbooks
3. Modern catalogs
4. Sales manuals
5. Instruction manuals
6. Advertising portfolios
7. Special product presentations
8. Correspondence courses
9. Headquarters schools
10. Branch office training
11. Field supervisory training
12 . Slide films
13. Motion pictures
14. Industry training courses
15. Sales meetings tl)
Each of these devices are discussed briefly below;
Sales Training Bulletins It should be possible
for miost office equipm.ent companies to consider the use of
a series of periodic sales training bulletins issued to the
field at some regula.r interval. The bulletins do not have
to be elaborate. They should be concise, readable, simply
written, and of direct help to the men in the field. The
bulletins can be used to keynote the entire sales training
program., to emphasize features of current interest to the
organization, give market and competitive items of interest
to the men, mention personal items, give product informjation
etc. SimjTions suggested that occasional check-up bulletins
should be mailed as a review or summary of the preceding
several bulletins. This check-up bulletin could in-
1. Simm.ons, Harry. ”15 Sales Training Tools for Small
Business". Industrial l^ketinp-. October 1947. p. 41
2. Ibid. p. 41
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elude a set-up of review questions to be ansv^rered by new
men, as well as acting as a summary of previous bulletins
for the entire sales force.
Textbooks There are several books on salesman-
ship which could be helpful in building a training course
to meet the needs of a particular business. (Several such
textbooks are found in the bibliography of this thesis.)
Some sm^aller companies niight consider sending each sales-
man a text and follow it up with bulletins, discussions, or
questions to see that the salesm.an had read the text or
sections of it.
Catalo^rs The average office equipment company
catalog can be used as a training tool. It usually con-
tains the basic, vital information about products and ser-
vices offered by the company, including prices, terms, and
other policies. Simmons suggested that many companies ar-e
overlooking this training aid because it is so very sinple.
Some provisions could be made for training the sales force
in catalog use by bulletins or through sales meetings.
Sales Manuals The primary purpose of a sales
mianual is to give the salesman, in convenient form, all the
essential information that he requires. It should list the
1. Simm.ons, Harry. ”15 Sales Training Tools for vSmall
Business”. Industrial Marke t ing . October 1947. p. 41
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principle points of the items the salesman is selling, (l)
A sales manual can be an effective training tool. Not only
can it be used to familiarize new men with the com^pany,
policies, the products, selling techniques, company systems
and procedures, but it can be used to keep older salesmien
informed of changes they should know about as soon as they
occur.
Instruction Manuals An instruction manual that
tells and shows the customer how to use the product, can
with certain types of equipment companies, function as
another tool of sales training. In fact, any device that
stresses the customers' point of view a.nd gives some form
of product information can serve this purpose of sales
training. In any case, the salesman should be com]:)letely
familiar with all instructive material made available to
customers so that he will be able to explain it to cus-
tomers in the field.
Advertising Portfolios An advertising portfolio
can help in the important sales training Job of teaching the
field force how to use com.pany advertising to the best
advantage. The sales force should, as part of their train-
ing program, be shov/n the best m.ethod of actually using the
1. Aspley, J.C. Sales Manager's Handbook . Dartnell Co.,
New York, 1940. p.442
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expensive advertising material made available to them in
the most profitable manner. The use of portfolios in this
manner could not only mean beuter service to customers, but
it could also help the sales force to understand v/hat the
coir.pany’s advertising is attempting to accomplish. A sales-
man, to present his company's advertising most effectively,
must first believe in it himself. From perso^nal observation
many salesmen do not have the understanding of the firm.'
s
advertising the company executives think they do. This
portfolio could also include direct mail letters, photo-
graphs, and other exhibits.
Special Product Presentations The use of special
product presentations, heralded by much fanfare has, in
some instances, stopped shortly after they were first re-
ceived in the field. The salesmen, and possibly the com-
pany executives probably did not realize their potential
permanent value as basic parts of the overall sales train-
ing program. Old as well as new men should be shown how to
make m.aximumi use of this type of material. If it is worth
sending in the first place, it is worth selling to the
sales force as a tool of lasting value.
Correspondence Courses A correspondence course,
can be made into a good training tool for use with new men.
As with other sales training material, it should be kept
up-to-date by constant revision as new conditions develop.
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Perhaps, because it is simple to work up a correspondence
course, there is the strong possibility of their being-
overworked and abused. It must be remierabered that the
average salesm^an in the equipmient industry is burdened with
more details than desirable . This detail absorbs some of
his selling time. It is possible that unless the corres-
pondence course is worth-while, that it can very easily be
regarded as just another home office time consuming require-
ment. One salesman interviewed illustrated this condition
when he paid, his high school brother to do his "homiework"
for him*. (D
Headquarters Schools The outstanding advantage
of headquarters or home office schools is their concentra-
tion of effort aimed at one goal - the training of sales-
men unham.pered by field or branch office distractions. The
school on the home office premises has the advantages of
having all the experts near by. ^2) por example, the
production lines are near by, and vfnen a product com*es up
for discussion, the men can go out in the factory and ob-
serve how the product is made. Other type of schools set
up in most training plans include the traveling school and
'the school set up in the regional, district, or dealer’s
1. Interviev;. January 1948.
2. Hegarty, Edward J. Building a Sales Training Plan .
McGraw Hill, New York, 1945. p. 87
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office, (l) Typically, only the larger organizations can
afford to operate classroom schools at the company head-
quarters. But even smaller organizations should at one
time or another bring salesmen to the plant if at all
possible.
Branch Office Training Another industry method
of sales training is properly organized, taught and super-
vised branch office training. Men in training at branch
schools can stay in close touch with field conditions, and
perhaps get more practical training than they, might get in
the home office. Branch office tiaining offers a flexible
program that might not be possible to attain in home office
schools. Local market and cogipetitive conditions can be
stressed, and ingeneral, the program can take on a prac-
tical nature
.
Field Supervisory Training Part of the training
problem lies in the necessity of bringing information to
the salesmen in the field. If salesmen can be brought
together periodically the need is lessened, but in m.any
organizations this practice is not feasible and it becomies
necessary to reach salesmen through the mail and by period-
1. Hegarty, Edward J. Building a Sales Training Plan .
McGraw Hill, Hew York, 1945. p. 94
2. Simmons, Harry. "15 Sales Training Tools for Small
Business". Industrial Marketing . October 1947. p. 41

ical visits of sales supervisors. (D The purpose of
supervisors’ visits can be to inform the salesmen of con-
ditions, coordinate their selling efforts or to train them
in better selling methods. A good field supervisor who
has the confidence of the men he is handling, can pass on
some of his experience to new men particularly. The super
visor can operate out of the home office, regional office
or both, but their functions should not overlap.
Slide Films Much attention has been paid to the
increased use of visual aids such as sketches, posters,
charts, slide films, motion pictures, working m.odels and
exhibits, in education in general and sales training in
particular. A company can have the choice of developing
some of these visual aids themselves, or they can choose
from a good selection of slide filmis and movies available
from various sources. However, almost any equipment com-
pany with a sales training problem can utilize some type
of visual aids. Sound slide films offer an inexpensive,
generally satisfactory method of dramatizing m»any points
generally developed in industry sales training courses.
Motion Pictures Films can be made, rented, or
borrowed from several sources for sales training purposes.
1. Benge, Eugene. Manpower in Marketing . Harper and Bros.
New York, 1945. p. 168
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The use of motion pictures tailor-made to the requirements
of a particular com.pany can be very expensive, yet several
corrpanies investigated have developed such films. The
smaller organization should consider the use of borrowed
or rented films where applicable as an effective training
device
.
Industry Training Courses Little of this nature
is available specifically for this industry, but the source
should not be overlooked. For example, printing salesmen
could be shown film.s on the making of paper, or shown ex-
erpts from, typewriting company training courses.
Sales Meetings Sales meetings offer opportunities
to present some valuable training hints. Simmons submitted
a nine point check list for building interesting sales
meetings of value from a training standpoint.
1. Discussion of previous week’s selling
2. Next week's jOb—new products, new ideas,
new markets
3. Individual standings, quotas, potentials
4. Individual salesmen's problemis, complaints,
praises
5. Special news items, announcem.ents
6. Short training talk on a specific item
7. Occasionally company executive speakers
8. Occasionally sales managers from other com.-
panies as exchange speakers
9. Occasionally outside speakers on general
business topics ( 1)
1. Simmons, Harry. "15 Sales Training Tools for Small
Business". Industrial Marketing . October 1947. p. 42
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Probably not all of these tools would be used in
the average office equipFient program, although all should
be investigated by the training department for possible
adoption
.
Each tool naturally must be considered as an
expense which has to be justified by productive results.
However;
A gadget that would step up machine production
1% would be seized on eagerly even if extremiely
costly. Good sales training m-ay easily step up
the sales production of an individual salesman
50, 75, or 100/S or mo^ e . It has been done and
will be done' often where salesmjen are educated to
do an intelligent job.
The principal reason for a continuous program* of
sales training is that there is a need to instill
and cultivate and correct viewpoints, attitudes,
aims, ideas, and miethods.
The skill with which the sales executive in charge
of training uses these tools of sales training will in part
determiine the success of the program, set up to achieve the
objective of cultivating proper attitudes and metnods.
1. Carter, Sidney. ”tliat Can Your Salesmen Gain from*
Continuous Sales Training". Sales T^anagemient
. Oct. 15.
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CHAPTER IV
PRCCEDTTRES USED IN THIS STUDY
The following procedure was followed in securing
material for this investigation;
1. The College of Business Administration li-
brary of Boston University was used as a source of back-
ground materials such as theses, magazines, texts, and
other publications relative to the problem of sales train-
ing, The Kirstein Branch of the Boston Public Library was
used as an additional library source
.
2. Personal interviews with men employed in the
office equipm.ent industry as salesmen, sales managers, and
sales training directors were conducted to supplement the
library research by bringing to the report current attitudes
towards sales training. These interviews were held largely
to refamiliarize the writer v/ith the sales training problem
in this industry. The bulk of the informauion, however,
was gathered by the mail questionnaire method.
3. Twenty -nine companies in the office equipment
industry were mailed questionnaires on selected sales
training practices within their companies. (Exhibit I)
Twenty, or 68,95% of the questionnaires were returned, all
within a three week period. The companies selected for the
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EXHIBIT I
DISTRIBUTION DIVISION
BABSON INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BABSON PARK 57, MASS.
THE TRAINING OF SALESMEN IN THE OFFICE EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY
1. Does your company have a Sales Training Director or some
other officer charged vith conducting your sales training
program?
Training Director Other Officer Title
2* Does your company maintain a home office sales school for the
training of salesmen?
Yes No ' Other Comment
3
,
Do you hold branch sales schools apart from regular branch
sales meetings?
Yes No Other Comraeb.t
4.
Do you have a training room in the home office that is set
aside primarily for sales training purposes?
Yes No ether Comment
5
.
Would you check any of the following elements that are in-
cluded in your sales training program?
the history of your business
product origin and development
uses for the product
methods of approaching prospects
creation of desire for the product( specific
techniques)
best answers to objections
effective closing methods
writing up the order
company policies
sal e sman * s report s
use of company sales aids
the "pre- approach'*
salesman’s time management
other elements
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6.
How did you secure and compile the subject matter you use
in your basic training program? Comment would be valuable.
_surveys
_conferences
outside consulting services
job analysis
field observation of salesmen
sales meetings
analysis of salesman's reports
other means
7
.
If you have a home office course for salesmen would you answer
these items?
Average time new man spends in field before school.
Average size of class.
Is homework required while in attendance at sbhool?
8.
How is the material presented basically to the Men?
Lectures Demonstrations Discussions
Combination of above Other methods
9.
Would you check those of the following devices used in your
sales training program?
motion-picture films others
sound- slide films
records
charts
playlets
photographs
10.
Are field sales supervisors used in the training of new men?
Yes No Other Comment
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CC- OPERATION. ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENT OR
ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIAL WOULD BE APPRECIATED.
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study included some of the larger, nationally known manu-
facturers of all types of office equix)ment-, office furni-
ture, adding machines, duplicating equipment, cash regis-
ters, transcribing equipm.ent, business forms, tabulating
equipment, visible records, typewriters, postage m.eters,
filing equipment, registers, and check writing equipm^ent.
The companies were selected because in the opinion of the
writer they might have been expected to rank among the
leaders in progi essive sales training practices in the
office equipment industry.
The questionnaires were mailed to the officer
in charge of sales, or to a top sales executive in the
conpany. The questionnaire was accompanied by an individ-
ually typed, personally addressed letter of transmdttal
requesting the cooperation of the pa^rticular company in
the survey. (Exhibit 11)
The following companies were sent questionnaires.
A, B,Dick Co.
Acme Visible Records
Addressograph Multigraph Corp.
Burroughs Adding Mach. Co.
Clai-ry Multiplier
Dictophone Sales Corp.
Diebold Inc.
Ditto, Inc.
Egry Register Co
.
Felt ck Tarrant
International Business Mach.
L.C. Smith & Corona Type.
Merchant Calculating
Chicago
Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit
Los Angeles
New York
Canton
Chicago
Dayton
Chicago
New York
Syracuse
Oakland
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Me Bee CO'.
Moore Business Forms
National Blank Book Co.
National Cash Register
Pitney Bowes
Ralph Coxhead Co.
Remington Rand, Systems Div.
Remington Rand, Tab. Div.
Royal Typewriter
Shaw Walker
Soundscriber Corp.
Standard Register
Todd Co.
Underwood Typewriter
Varco, Inc.
Victor Adding Mach.
New York
Niagara.
Holyoke
Dayton
Stamford
New York
New York
New York
New York
Muskegon
New Haven
Dayton
Rochester
Nev; York
Chicago
Chicago
Appendix A indicates the name, title, and com-
pany of the executives Questioned in the study.
The list of companies actually cooperating in
the study is shown below. All of these organizations
returned a completed mail questionnaire. (Four of these
companies also participated in the personal interviews.)
A. B.Dick Co.
Adore ssograph-Multigraph
Clarry Multiplier Corp.
Dictophone Corp.
Diebold Inc
.
Ditto, Inc.
Sgry Register
Felt & Tarrant
International Business Mach.
Merchant Calculating
MCBee Co.
Moore Business Forms
National Cash Register
Pitney Bowes
Rem.ington Rand, Systems Div.
jRemington Rand, Tab. Div.
Royal Typewriter
Standard Register
Todd Co.
Underwood Typewriter
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4. The cooperation of the above firms was ob-
tained in part by specifying that all replies would be
confidential. Cooperating companies were also offered a
copy of the abstract of the report.
5. Selected sales pieces and training mxaterials
of some comipanies in the industry were read as bacl<ground
material before the questionnaires were distributed.
In many surveys of this type, a twenty-five per
cent return would be regarded as satisfactory . The fact
that the returns in this case, without a follow-up of any
kind, ranu. to 68.95%, a comparatively high figure, may be
partially explained on the following grounds.
1. The high degree of current interest in sales
training problems displayed by sales executives in general
Several letters were received back with the completed
questionnaires expressing special interest in the project.
2. A copy of an abstract of the thesis was pro-
mised to the cooperating companies.
3. The letters v;ere personally typed and address
ed to a responsible executive. The letter of transmittal
was v;ritten on stationary of the Babson Institute of
Business Administration.
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EXHIBIT II
Atr. John Sales Manager
Office Equipment Co.
New York, New York
Dear Mr* Sales Manager,
Are you interested in the current status of sales train-
ing in the office equipment industry? If you are and will
return the enclosed questionnaire we will be glad to send
you a summajry of the findings of this investigation. The
questionnaire is being circulated among a lim.ited number of
representative comipanies in the office equipment field.
The objectives of the study are threefold:
1. To determine the balance of activity in current
sales training programs in the industry. We
hope to find out, for example, the percentage
of companies using home office sales schools,
visual training aids, educational bulletins,
field coaching and so forth.
2. To study the broad elements that make up sales
training programs in the industry.
3. To ascertain current practices, present trends
and future possibilities in the training of new
salesmen in the office equipm.ent field.
Your cooperation in returning the enclosed questionnaire
in the stamped, addressed envelope provided will be appre-
ciated. All replies will be confidential. Only percentages
and totals will be shown in the abstract.
May we hear from you as soon as possible?
Sincerely,
Eugene J. Kelley
f^l
4. The companies selected were not necessarily
representative of all companies in the office equipment
industry. For the most part, they were comparatively
large organizations who might have been expected to have
special problems in sales training. This special interest
probably influenced their generally favorable attitude and
response towards this investigation.
The returned questionnaires were edited, tabulated
analyzed, and interpreteted in accordance with established
market research techniques.
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CHAPTER V
THE FIHDIHGS - TITLES, EOm OFFICE SCHOOLS, BRARCH
SCHOOLS, TRAINING ROOMS AND PROGRAM ELEMENTS
The next two chapters discuss the results of the
investigation based largely on the replies to the mail
questionnaire by the companies listed on page 52.
The first question asked was "Does your com.pany
have a Sales Training Director or some other officer
charged with conducting your sales training program?" All
of the companies replying made an effort to place respon-
sibility for the sales training function. Eighteen of the
twenty companies did have a Sales Training Director, or
comparable executive such as, an assistant sales manager in
charge of training, a director of education, a sales per-
sonnel and training director, sales training manager, or
manager of educational division. Tvi^o of the com.panies did
not have an executive primarily charged with training and
directing their sales training prograni but placed it in
the hands of the national sales m-anager in one case and the
branch mianagers in the other. Table II sumimarizes the
replies to this question.
The training director was considered as having
executive status in the responding companies in all but
one case. It v/as specified in this case that the sales
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training director was not an officer but a member of the
sales department.
TABLE II
COI'iPANIES HAYING SALES TR/.INING DIIiECTOK OE
^TTHSR OI'FICER IN CHARGE OF TR/.INING
Item Companies
Training Director or Similar Officer 18
Other Officer
_2
Total 20
THE USE OF H'OPAE OFFICE SCHO'XS IN TRAINING PROGPA.IfS
The second question asked was, "Does your company
maintain a hom.e office sales school for the training of new
salesmen?" Sixteen of the replying companies reported they
did miaintain such a school. Of this sixteen, four compan-
ies qualified their ansv/er. One replied they did sponsor
such a school but only at "irregular" intervals. A second
con^any stated that they did not maintain a "continuous"
school, but that men were brought in fromi the field for
"refresher" courses. The third said that their home
office school was not regularly held but a school was held
at periodic intervals. The fourth com.pany qualifying their
answer to this question, contradicted the majority opinion
in the holding of sales schools by replying, "At present
we are holding homie office training programs for salesmen,
but as rapidly as possible this is being transferred to
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the field". In the field, the sales training- function will
be carried on by field sales management supervised by the
home office training department of this organization.
Thus, at the time of the study 16 or 80% of the
cooperating organizations maintained a home office sales
school. Four or 20% of the con:panies did not maintain a
I
home office school. However, it is to be noted that of
these four companies, three were miaking intensive use of
field sales supervisors in the training of new men, and the
fourth was planning on making use of field supervisors
in the near future. Figures were not available on the
extent of use of home office schools by similar companies
for years previous, but it was probably reasonable to
assume that the percentage would not be this high. Appar-
ently with the leaders in this industry the benefits
derived from home office schools outweigh their costs and
limitations in the training of new m.en.
A summary of the replies to this question appears
in Table III.
The schools, as broiaght out by added com.ments,
varied considerably in scope and importance with differ-
ent companies. Some were simp'le, set up to provide the
salesmen with a minim.um of background plus som.e detailed
product information. Others offered, "instruction in a
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wide variety of subjects ranging from occupational studies
(sales training) to general education and liberal arts.
TABLE III
COIv'IPANIES MAINTAINING HO]^E OFFICE SCHOOLS
FOR THE TRAINING OF SALESJ.ffiN
Description Companies Percentage
Maintaining home office schools 16 80>o
held at "irregular" intervals 1
not "continuously" 1
held "periodically" 1
will discontinue school 1
Not maintaining hom.e office schools
Total
_4
20
20;^
100%
courses, including graduate professional work in engineer-
ing and business".
THE USE OF BIANCH SALES SCHOOLS IN TRAINING PROGFAJvIS
On the question of holding branch sales schools
apart from regular branch meetings, the companies v/ere
divided equally. Ten of the companies held branch sales
schools, while ten did not. The four companies noted in
Table III as not holding home office schools also did not
hold branch sales schools. One of the ten companies reply-
ing in the affirmative to this question stated they did not
hold branch sales schools regularly but held them period-
ically in individual branches when a need for such training
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was indicated. Another comp'any describing themselves as
holders of branch sales schools added that the men in these
schools v/ere given individual instruction by the district
manager as a part of the on the Job training of the branch
sales school. This company further stated that each mana-
ger averaged two branch schools per year as a regular part
of his managerial duties.
In one of the ten companies not maintaining
branch sales schools, the new men were trained by the
branch m.anager who followed a schedule developed by the
sales training departm.ent of the company. In another
company not holding branch schools, the men were followed
up in the field by managers and home office supervisors.
The field training program in a third company \ms largely
carried out by their field managers under the direction of
the National Sales Manager.
Apparently, the size of the company was not a
deterniining factor in influencing the decision as to
v/hether or not branch schools were held. Several of the
largest companies in the industry did not maintain branch
schools while some of the smaller organizations did. How-
ever, all organizations not maintaining branch schools
did maintain home offic schools. Table IV summarizes the
results of this question.
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TABLE IV
COI'/iPAFIES HOLDING BLANCH S.^ES SCHOXS
Item Companies Percentage
Holding Branch Schools 10 50%
Not Holding Branch Schools 50%
Total 20 100%
THE USE OF THAINING ROOMS IN ROm OJ'FICE COURSES
As one indication of the extent to which the
respondents had developed their home office training pro-
gram.s, they were asked whether or not they had a training
room in the hom.e office that was maintained primarily for
sales training pruposes. Fifteen of the companies reported
they did have such rooms. Five reported that they did not
maintain such a classroom. One of the companies reporting
they did not make use of homie office schools did make use
of an industry Institute in Washington, D.C. This organ-
ization also did sponsor a home office school.
This high percentage (75%) making use of home
office space for a sales training room might be taken as
a partial indication of the seriousness of the industry's
training efforts. With home office space usually at a
premium the fact tha.t space could be found for a training
room illustrates management' s conception of the importance
of the function.
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Hov/ever, from interviews with training directors
the impression was gathered that in all cases, room facil-
ities were not entirely satisfactory. Having just any
room, set aside for training purposes apparently was not
enough. One director obtained a training room, for his
department but he did not consider it adequate and is now
attempting to miOdernize the room and make it m.ore useful
for training purposes. (The mail questionnaire did not
atteiTipt to obtain an evaluation of the roomis used.)
There is always the danger that some companies mdght place
their home office training in whatever room happened to
be available v/ithout considering somie of the requirements
which should be satisfied for a good training room. From
interviews and observations, the following list is sub-
mitted as minimium. requirements for the ideal training room,
for this industry:
1. The room should be large enough to hold
comifortably all the desired equipment, exhibits, and stu-
dents that the program requires.
2. The room should be sound proofed if possible.
At least it should be in a quiet section of the plant.
3. A platform v;hich would serve as a stage
appeared to be desired by some directors.

4. Provision should be made for film showings.
The room must be able to be darkened and large enough to
show movies and sound slide films.
5. There should be a desk or table for the speak-
er. This table need not be in the center of the room, but
could be at the side so that it would not interfere with
the stage.
6.
Blackboajrds, possibly of the movable type,
easels, and exhibits as needed are also part of the basic
equipment.
7.
The room should have the usual desired fea-
tures of any school room, good lighting, proper acoustics,
coat checking facilities, comfortable seats, and proper
ventilation.
All reporting companies maintaining home office
schools held them in the home office building. One com-
pany in addition used a camp away fromi the home office as
a site for their school. The camp was used primarily in
the summer months for experienced msen returning for further
sales training. The advantage of such a plan was that the
mien v;ere able to put in a full day's work, and evenings of
discussion with little to distract their attention.
Some of the larger companies also reported the
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use of training rooms in branch offices, although such
rooms were also used for sales meetings and other purposes
ELEmW-S OF INDUSTHY TKAU^ING PROGMMS
The companies were given a list of training
elem.ents. The respondents were askea to select from this
list of elements, those currently included in their own
training programs. The elements suggested and their
extent of use in industry trainiPig programs are shuv/n in
Table V.
Of the elements selected for investigation, the
usage varied from all (20) companies providing for instruc
tion on ’’uses for the product” to 70;^ (14) providing for
instruction on ’’salesmen's reports” and the "use of com-
pany sales aids”. Certain respondents noted that some of
the elements not checked were "touched lightly” . Each of
these elements with comm*ents from respondents are discuss-
ed below.
THE HISTORY OF TI-IE BUSIHESS
Three of the companies did not make any attempt
to give salesmen specific background in the history of the
business. The remaining companies apparently made som.e
effort to cover this phase of company background as an
organized part of their training program.
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TABLE V
THE ELET'/TEM'E OF TRAINING PB'X^PAa^lS IH THE
OFFICE EQTJIPj'EIJT COj\^PAHIES STUDIED
Element Companies
Including
Not
Including
1. History of the Business 17 3
2. Product 'Origin and Devel-
opment 16 4
3. Uses for the Product 20 0
4, Methods of Prospect
Approach 18 2
5. Creation of desire for
Product (Specific techniques) 18 2
6. Best ansv/ers to objections 19 1
7. Effective closing methods 17 3
8 , Writing up order 16 4
9. Company policies 16 4
10. Salesmen's reports 14 6
11. Use of com.pany sales aids 14 6
12, The "pre -approach" 17 3
13. Salesmen's tim,e management 16 4
14 . Other Elements
Place of product in economic
and social order 1
Personal Development, attitudes,
habits, growth, development 1
Competitive conditions 4
Future of business 1
Actual use of product 1
Service problems 3
Handling complaints 1
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It is natural to assume that the new salesman
particularly would be interested in learning something
about the background of the organization he has decided to
work for. It would appear that companies ignoring this
element in their training program are overlooking an op-
portunity to convey certain information to the salesman
that he should have and have early in his career. The
v;riter has the conviction that organizations should attempt
to give the new salesman essential facts about the business
and its history. Also they should not be reluctant to
dramatize the history and point out something of the romance
and excitement of the business's growth. The company or-
dinarily will have few better opportunities to do this
than in the initial stages of the formal training period.
It is not necessar*y to develop an elaborate company history
but the objjective of conveying desired background infor-
mation of this nature can be achieved rather simply and
without unnecessary puffing. For example, the following
memo to all sales trainees of one business machine company
(not covered in this survey) on the history of their or-
ganization served this purpose satisfactorily.
Briefly the history of the "Autographic" is one
of romance, ingenuity, effort, and industry. The
stream.lined m.odel with tailor-made folded forms
of today is a far cry from the v^ooden box reg-
isters and unprinted simple tools of sixty odd
years ago
.
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V'/hen the Civil ^.Var broke out, there resided nea_r
Muncie, Indiana, a family by the name of Shoup.
There were five sons: Francis, James, Samuel,
John, and Oscar. Francis trained at ^'‘/est Point
and became an Army officer, later a General in
the Confederate Army. James also Joined the
Confederate forces and was mustered out a Major.
Samuel fought with the Northern Army. John and
§6car were too young to enlist.
At the close of the V/ar, James settled at Ox-
ford, Mississippi; later he v;as admitted to the
Bar and in the early seventies v^as practicing
law in St. Louis, Missouri. In the year 1875,
he lost a lawsuit in a small tov/n near St. Louis,
because he could not prove a sales by his client
and receipt of the goods by the defendant. Very
much chargrined with several hours to wait for a
train back to St. Louis, he pondered his lack of
adequate proof of sales; lack of a duplicate of
the original record; and the foct that if such a
duplicate had been made separately, one or the
other copy might have been altered. Then, sudden-
ly, the solution of the problem occured to him,
two records made simultaneously or at one writing.
Quickly he found some cigar boxes and spools and
arranged them to carry two strips of paper, one
over the other, with c8J?bon between; now he could
produce accura.te duplicate records, unalterable
inherently and legally simply to substantiate.
He returned to St. Louis, developed the first A.uto-
craphic Register and marketed a samx^le device, us-
ing plain rolls of paper with carbon between.
Major Shoup continued his work on this early m.odel
until a patent was finally issues, October 9,1883.
Thus was developed the forerunner of all autograph!
registers, continuous formi stationary, billing
machines, and the vase number of products for the
perfection of accounting, the economiy of time and
the keeping of accurate records. Many competitive
concerns were later formied until today, the con-
tinuous form industry, having gone much beyond
the hand-written system, is one of the nation's
leading industries. (1)
1. Antrim, L.C. General Sales Ivlanager. Letter from Auto-
graphic Register Go. Training Course, Hoboken, N.J.
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If a company finds that its training time is so
limited as to definitely preclude the possibility of formal
instruction on its history and growth then at least, the
possibility of including some historical information along
the above lines in the sales manual could be considered.
PRODUCT ORIGIN AIDD DE’^L OPi'vENT
Instruction was provided in sixteen of the twenty
companies on product and development. This is probably as
it should be for few salesmen can ever be in the position
of knowing too much about their products, its background,
manufacture, and miaterials . But som.e of the companies
answering the question apparently give full instruction
on all product elements and ignore some of the elements of
salesmanship as noted below.
THE USES FOR THE PRODUCT
This was the only element v^hich was provided for
by all tv/enty of the respondents. The theory as expressed
by one training director was that the more uses the salesmen
know for the product, the more likely they are to be success-
ful in selling it. One respondent stressed that a major
part of their program was directed towards giving the
student salesman a thorough knowledge of the product’s
features and disadvantages. Other companies introduced
,
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their salesmen to competing products to show where compet
ing products differed in various features from their own
products.
IVETHODS OF PROSPECT APPROACH
Eighteen of the twenty companies reported giv-
ing their salesmen instruction in methods of approaching
prospects. In the office equipment industry the sales-
men are usually selling item.s which involve substantial
expenditures by the prospect. It would appear to be nec-
essary then that salesmen be given some training in learn
ing how to find out all they possibly can about the part-
icular prospect, his situation, habits, problems before
making the first call. One company reporting had devel-
oped a "Working Procedure" which they required their new
salesmen to follov;. This procedure automatically took
the salesm^an through different methods of approaching
prospects.
CPiEATION OF DESIPE FOR THE PRODUCT
Eighteen of the companies devoted some tim^e to
specific selling techniques aimed at creating desire for
the product. This is particularly irqjortant in the sell-
ing of office equipment. Office equipment is usually not
sold because a prospect suddenly realizes a need for the
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equipment but because a salesman has been successful in
selling the company an idea. That is, an electric type-
writer is not sold because a prospect finds that he needs
an electric typewriter but because a salesman has pointed
out the advantages that will accrue to the company or
individual buying that typewriter. It is really selling
an idea, selling an intangible rather than a tangible
product or service. To do that successfully it v;ould
appear that some training in creating desire and in tech-
niques used in creating desire for the product would be
helpful in rounding out a training program.
AKS^'/EEING OBJECTIONS
Nineteen of the twenty companies made some formal
provision for training their salesmien to answer objections.
The one company that did not provide this specific training
mentioned that their Field Managers did informally instruct
their salesmen in this selling technique. This emphasis on
handling objections was not altogether unexpected. The
method of handling the objection is inportant. It is prob-
ably not satisfactory m.erely to provide the salesm^an with a
list of comm.only heard objections and a list of sales points
to overcom.e those objections. Such an approach is an over-
simplification of the issues involved in making a sale.
Courses which attempt to develop methods of handling ob-
jections could take the approach that an objection is fre-
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quently nothing more than a request for information. It
is, of course, not necessary to answer every objection
fully because many are not serious objections but are
offered to test the worth of the salesm^an or possibly to
get rid of him. h'o sterotyped formula will prepare a m.an
to meet these situations but his home office training can
start him on the road to recognizing the sincerity and
importance of the objections he v/ill encounter in various
situations. It has been said that salesmanship ”is learn-
ing the way to offset objections to buying'*. (1) The
Fiethod each organization uses to train their salesmen to
recognize and handle common objections to their proposi-
tion will in large part determine the success fo their
program of sales training. Generally objections can be
answered if the salesman knows his product and knows how
to sell it.
closing j®thqes
Seventeen of the companies provided for the
elem.ent of closing the sale in their training program.s
.
No information was received as to specific m.ethods of
closing the sales used by any of the coirp)anies. But, it
has been a frequently heard complaint of sales managers
1. Canfield, B.R. Salesmanship Practices and Problems .
McGrav; Hill, New York, 1940. p. 457
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that some salesmen can do everything but ask for the order.
Yet, if the order is not asked for, it may not be given.
It is suspected that while a certain amount of sales tech-
niques in the office equipment industry is helpful in
closing, basically the closing problem is not as important
as painted in miany industries. Because in many cases, the
salesm.en have been working on the application for a period
of timiC, the order will conie in a natural v/ay v^ithout
developing any special close. It is the opinion of the
writer that this specific selling technique can best be
taught by field supervisors familier* with local accounts
and conditions. Yet, an approach to the problem can
certainly be developed in the home office school. At
least the school can partially develop the right psycho-
logical attitude towards the close by treating it as a
natural consequence of a well-planned selling Job.
mschaintics of order taking
Sixteen of the companies provided for some in-
struction in writing up the order. This is natural in this
highly detailed industry. Many orders involve complicated
specifications which must be reported to the factory pro-
perly if the order is to be filled efficiently and econ-
omically.
One company printing business forms developed an
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entire special program which was used as a theme for a
special campaign along this line. The company was getting
too many “change orders" after the order had been accepted
and placed in production. Each "change order" meant pulling
the order from production with corresponding delays not
only to the particular order but to the entii*e production
control operation. They found that at least part of the
trouble lay in the fact that some of the salesmian's orders
were not being properly filled out. In the case described
the campaign was partially successful in reducing the
number of order changes.
It is probable that the companies not nov; includ-
ing this element in their program might affect some econ-
omies of operation by at least incorporating this infor-
mation in their sales manual if they cannot include it as
a separate unit of their training program.
COIvIPAWY POLICIES
Sixteen of the twenty companies provided formal
instruction on company policies and practices in their
training programs. Very likely the four com.panies not
providing this formal training did manage to get much of
the information across to the new men in one v/ay or another.
It is hardly conceivable that a new salesman would be hired
by an organization with all of the investment reouired w'ith-
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out some effort being made to define the relations of the
salesman with the company. The salesman has many Questions
concerning company procedure, compensation, reports, ex-
penses, prom.otions, hours of v;ork, etc, which he would
like to have answered. Some of these issues could be
handled quite simple as an orientation section to many
training programs. The four companies that reported they
did not include the element of company policy in their
training program probably did realize that the salesmen
would get much of the information from his co-v/orkers in
the field. They seem^ to be missing an opportunity in not
giving him the correct information, direct from, the source
he would prefer to hear it fromi.
SALESRTIN'S HEPORTS
Fourteen of the twenty companies reported that
they gave form.al instruction of reports to their men.
One of this group of fourteen reported that they were
soon to "discard” salesman' s reports and therefore would
shortly drop this element from, their training program.
This is a comparatively unimportant element which explains
the relatively smaller number of corripanies including it in
their programs. Yet, if reports are worthwhile having at
all, they are probably worth explaining to the men in the
field. Too many salesmen look upon reports as simiply tim.e
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consuming devices of no real benefit to anyone . Where
reports are required it seems reasonable that some in-
struction of the reasons for the reports and the methods
of most efficiently completing them would be helpful to
many salesmen.
THE USE OF COMPANY S.^iES AIUS
•Sixteen of the twenty companies reported instruc-
tion in the use of company sales aids as an element in
their training programs. By sales aids were meant such
supports as advertising and various promotional campaigns
such as direct mail. It might appear that any company
spending money on these selling aids would make an effort
to protect its investment by instructing the salesm.en in
the use of the aids. It was apparent, hov/ever, from in-
formal talks with various salesmen representing a number of
different companies, that many salesmen were not fam.iliar
with the objectives of their company's advertising and
promotional efforts.
Some of the men looked upon their companies'
efforts to supplement their selling efforts with other
promotional devices such as direct mail campaigns with
actual suspicion and resenxment. The feeling appeared to
be present that much of the advertising of their company
was considered as a waste of time and money. Probably not
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a few men resented direct mail and other devices as potent-
ial threats to their sales commissions. Such an attitude
might almost be beyond comprehension to many managements
but consideration might reveal that some of this attitude
is understandable, particularly where the company has not
made much of an effort to explain the objectives of the
supplementary selling campaigns to the field force.
Probably the only valid explanation for this
attitude is that the managem^ents concerned failed to
properly train and sell their sales forces on the reasons
for these services and on their most effective use. The
reasons a firm advertises in the media that it does and
uses the appeals it does should be explained to the field
force so that they can make the greatest possible use of
the material in their daily selling task. Advertising is
doing a part of the selling job ana to an extent taking
pert of the salesman's job away from himi. But, the sales-
man should be shown that the aavertising efforus of the
company are designed to make his selling job easier and
more profitable by doing part of the job for him and
leaving him. with miore time to concentrate on the more
important parts of his job, be it prospecting or closing
the sale
.
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In the same manner, direct mail campaigns, ex-
hibits, and other aids used by the company as part of their
overall meirketing strategy should be explained to the field
men. If a man is presemed capable ol representing a com-
pany in the field, he presumably is intelligent enough to
profit from an explanation of company sales strategy as
it affects his job. Probably, a salesman thoroughly inform-
ed in the use of company sales aids will use those aids
more wisely with greater benefits to himself and to the
organization. The fact that four major companies, 20% of
those questioned did not provide for this element in their
training programs suggested that this element has been
neglected by part of the industry.
THE ‘'PKE-APPHOACH"
Seventeen of the twenty concerns reportea giv-
ing instruction to field men in the techniques of planning
the approach to the customer. As suggested, in calling on
important customers seeking to obtain substantial orders,
some standardized method of approach would seem to be
desireable. The training period for new salesnien would
seem to be a logical tim.e to introduce this concept to the
salesmen, ^jne company reporting broke down their entire
selling job into six main phases. The "pre-approach”
represented the first phase. The procedure represented to
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greater or less degree, the procedure followed in much
selling by this industry. One entire phase of their sell-
ing effort was directed to the approach to the job. The
selling procedure or this company in selling to their large
accounts is outlined below, with the first phase outlined in
detail as representative of the *‘pre -approach” element.
Phase A - Approach to the Job tto save time by
developing a specific first contact)
Advance Planning
1. Know the client
Product or Service- Type of Organization-
Branches of Subsidaries - Type of operation
Line or job production - Distribution channels
etc
.
Key people - Executives, Buying Authority,
Methods Authority (send names to Sales Depart-
ment for informative mailings)
Sources of Information
Manufacturers Directory, Chamber of Commerce
list. Business Machine Salesmen, 'Phone call
to plant. House Organ and advertising, Piegional
Office records
2. Prepare History Pile
Calls made in the region, contacts and sales
to branches and subsidaries, add all future
data
3. Start Organization and Application Chart
4. Plan Initial Call based on information above
A. '}Jho to See
B. How to reach key people without confusion
or loss of time - Personal contact or
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introduction - Direct Mail - General
Clinic
G.What to say - plan approach using
(1) Portofolio presentation or
(. 2 ) Institutional presentation or
C 3) Private Clinic or
(4) Film showing
(Supplement above with sample forms,
digest, flow charts, magazine ad-
vertising, working procedure charts
and analysis checking charts)
Direct Approach
5. Present Standard's Service
Purpose of this step - develop interest in
the use of Standard's service on a specific
problem
6. Qualify Client as to purchase if solution is
sound - also delivery (
Phase A above illustrates what is meant by the
" Fre-Approach" . The other phases of this company's work-
ing procedure for sales to large accounts are listed below.
Phase B - Select the Job (a job worth improving
probably giving trouble)
Phase C - Break down the job to get details and
analyse each operation with minic'.um
inconvenience to the client
Phase D - Develop Improved Method. To organize
for discussion a presentation of the
problem and the possible solution
Phase E - Apply Improved Method. Presentation
1. 'forking Procedure of Standard Register Co., Dayton,
Ohio. Letter, March 1948
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made to get agreement of all concerned
Phase P “ Follow Through. Installations service (l)
The great importance of starting out the sale
with the best possible apj^roach to the prospect would appear
to make it advisable that some such standardized approach
to prospects and customers be made available to new sales-
men.
SALTSrAIT’S Tim ViMAGEmm
Sixteen of the companies included the management
of salesmen’s time as an element in their training program.s.
It is a truism in selling that the salesman’s greatest asset
is his tim.e . The proper management of his time would seem
to go a long way towards helping a man to succeed in selling.
These four conpanies that did not include this element in
their program are probably not helping their salesm.en all
they could by suggesting fromi their greater storehouse of
experience, some guides towards the miost effective utiliza-
tion of the salesman* s time. Presumably, some work of this
sort is done in the field by the local sales m.anager when a
man is on the job. Yet, here again, it would seemi that the
company could lay the ground work for the field manager by
1. Working Procedure of Standard Register Co., Dayton,
Ohio. Letter, March 1948
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including some recognition o±* the importance of the element
of salesmanship in their organized training program.
The manner which a salesman uses his tim.e in
planning and carrying out his v/ork is often more fundament-
al to his success than unusual sales ability. (1) VThlle
the very nature of the office equipment salesm^an’s job
requires that the man be left a high degree of freedom of
action and flexibility in the field, there is still room
for constructive advice by mianagement on proven company
techniques of tinie management. This would be true par-
ticulary with the new man entering sales work. He must
realize ea.rly in his career that even though his job does
allow him a comparatively wider degree of independence than
most jobs, that he must plan his v;ork, work regular hours,
and utilize his tim.e in the best possible m.anner. The
conpany that does not make this informiation available to
its salesmien would seem to be doing both the salesman and
the company a disservice.
1. Canfield, E.K. Salesmanship Principles and Practices
McC^aw Hill, New York, 1940, p. 315
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CHAPl'ER Vl
THE EIWUINGS - GOm'lKTJED
C );^'!PLIL1N(7 THA.Xl'Tlirc FiATEKiAL
Each respondent selected from a list of various
methods, the n)ethods used to secure and compile training
material. The replies to this question are shown in
Table VI.
TABLE VI
LEVxCES USED TO COI.'iPJiE AKD SECUlB TFAlKBiG MTERiAL
Device Corrp)anies
Using
Companies
Not using
1. Conferences 15 5
2. Field Observations of
Salesmen 15 5
3. Surveys 12 8
4. Sales m.eetings 12 8
5. Analysis of salesmien's
reports 10 10
6. Job analysis 9 11
7. outside consulting services 2 18
8 . Other Means
"experience” 4
Some of the comjpanies checkea nearly all of the
elements, while others used two or three. The most pop-
ular* combination of mthods used wa s that of conferences
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with various salesmen and company officers and actual field
observations of the salesmen on the job.
Une company combining several of these devices
in the development of their training programj reported that
the first activity undertaken in compiling material for its
course was a field study to learn how salesmen sold the
company's product. Several salesmen were contacted and
others were sent questionnaires. Their trainirig- director
m.ade about one hundred sales calls with these salesmen.
'^ach salescall was written up on a form provided for the
purpose as were the remarks made by ..ach salesman. Next,
an internal survey of the company’s policies was miade, and
carefully written out and compared with what was learned
in the field. Discrepancies were reconciled and then a
plan of sales trainirig was developed which the Training
Director presented to the company for its criticism], cor-
rection and final approval.
It is to be noted that in order to determiine the
subject matter for a sales training course for its sales-
men, the compejiy observed and outlined the operations per-
formed by its salesmen in the field. They did not m.erely
question the officers but went to the men. The sales meth-
ods as revealed by this job analysis, and described in a
job description indicated the specific knowledge and skill
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required by a salesman of this company. After this field
analysis had revealed the sales tasks, a study of the
methods of outstanding: salesm.en in performing these speci-
fic tasks v;as the next logical step. The sales training
material gathered by this company in this way covered in
detail the duties of salesmen, eliminated much irrelevant
material and, in general, was of practical value to the
salesmen taking the course.
Apparently, some companies that only checked two
or three elements on the list submitted to them, in prac-
tice used more than the elemients they checked. One busi-
ness machine company checked "conferences” and "sales
meetings" as the two methods they used to collect subject
m.atter for their basic training program. But the reply-
ing officer added that they started their sales training
schedule over twenty -five years ago and they have follow-
ed the idea ever since, revising their program continually.
In the course of that period of tim.e they very likely used
other miethods of gathering information than the two they
checked, although those checked were probably their most
significant.
Another company replied that their program was
largely built on suggestions from their best and miost
experienced men and m;anagers. Any company utilizing a
training program could well consider this source of in-
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formation. One respondent asked graduates of the course
to rate the program upon completion of the course. Sales-
men of this company were specifically encouraged to send
in suggestions for improving the training program of the
company. One conpany added that they were in constant
check with the field on the efficiency of their present
training ma.terials and techniques and to determine new
needs as they arise.
Four companies mentioned that "experience** was
a factor in building their program. That is, the courses
were continually revised to meet changing circumstances and
field conditions. Another company aadea that they "devel-
oped all material, of course. Use no packagea goods". By
this they presumably meant that they did not call in any
outside consulting services and that their program was
"original"
.
Using sales mieetings as a source of material and
ideas for training programis would appear to be a possibil-
ity for some of the eight companies not using this source.
The v/riter attended one regional sales mieeting at which
the subject of hom.e office training was discussed with the
field men in open meeting. Several sound suggestions de-
veloped out of the discussion which were pa.ssed on to the
home office training director. Sales meetings at least
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offer the possibility for distributing questionnaires on
sales training which could be explained by the local sales
manager and collected on the spot insuring a good return.
Job analysis would appear to be fundamental in
building a sales training program yet, only 45% of the
responding companies used this tool. It seems unnecessar-
ily difficult to build a training program for a job that
has not been properly defined and described. ^Jne business
forms house analyzed the operating methods of its exper-
ienced salesmen as described below. Building a program,
would appear to be simpler when ouilt on a basis of fact
such as this.
The salesman must discover the prospect's needs:
1. Consider the Company product most likely to
have a primary appeal to the prospect, de-
termiine the individual to be approached;
learn who will make the final decision.
2. Use catalog, sample forms or other visual
sales aids to help prospect clarify in nis
mind the characteristics that are m.ost impor-
tant to him, such as economies of operation
to be effected, design of prospect’s own formi,
quality of paper and printing and size oi
order, delivery date.
5. Estimate cost of order on estimate form;;
determnne the namies of competitoi'S
.
Tell how product fits needs of prospect:
1. Use catalog or visual presentation.
2, Discuss each need and get a decision on one
characteri Stic at a timie
.
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-Show hov7 product fits needs of prospect:
1. Demonstrate; have product to be demonstrated,
register, device or sample forms in good oraer.
2. Have prospecf try aevice, and write up sample
fornis
.
Get prospect’s agreement on each point as it is
made, i.e., "close” the sale of each point as it
is made
.
Ansv/er or preferably forstall objections includ-
ing those grov7ing out of competition
Take first opportunity to get an order, and seek
an order in every interview
Sell or introduce other products in the line;
be sure that prospect knows of other company
products
Collect credit inforniation and make report
Routine Sales Duties :
Report daily names of new prospects with address-
es, ana telephone number; competing products and
devices in use; company proauct of interest and
source or prospectl
Keport aaily, calls on prospectsaand ov/ners
with names, addresses, telephone numbers, x-esult
of calls, time spent v/ith each, date for next call
and remarks.
Report we.kly, activity sales report shov/ing
calls made as follows; prospects, new customers,
old customers, service and merchandise sold.
jV'Iaintain file card for each prospect and customer,
showing register and billing equipment being used,
sales and calls made, and date of next scheduled
call. Maintain file of copies of orders, forms,
etc
.
Prepare daily call schedule of prospects and
owners, listing ad resses and telephone numbers
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Executive iJuties ;
Design business forms for prospects and customers
Secure names of prospects from customers, friends
and by canvassing, observation and consulting
appropriate industry lists
.
T-Iake a daily work plan each night for the succeed-
ing day
Qualify prospects by telephone and in person
Keep informed on business machines and form.s,
company, products, cui-rent buying- appeals, com-
pany advertising, and conipetitive products.
Maintain direct mail lists and request adver-
tising to prospectsaand customers as desired.
Attend sales meetings
Make collections when required
Service uuties :
Discuss service policy during sales interview
Make follo-w up call in person and phone as nec-
essary to insure satisfactory operation of de-
vices and to secure names of prospects
Ifeke service calls as circumstances require
Goodwill Duties ;
Call on business friends, accountants, printers,
and others who influence sales and may be able
to furnish leads.
Adjust complaints
itenaer goodwill services, not related to sale
Participate in activities of business organizations
The company in question used this analysis as a
basis for further conferences with executives and sales-
.
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Most of the companies gathered their training
material by making use of the basic material that they had
at hand. For example, only two organizations felt it
necessary to call on outside consulting services. The
majority, by assembling material they alreaay haa such as
sales manuals, advertising portfolios and policy manuals
were able to secure the basic material for their training
program. ¥hen this was supplemented by field observation
of salesmen and various conierences, these companies
apparently were able to satisfy all of their requirements
for training materials.
THE HOME Oi'_H‘iCE SALES SCHOOLS
The companies maintaining home office sales
schools were asked a series of questions concerning their
conduct of the school. They first were asked the average
timie their new salesmen spent in the field before attend-
ing the homw office school. This question as to the most
desirable period of field experience a man should have
before home office training has been a subject of discuss-
ion with sales managers for almost as long as home office
schools have been in operation. One group had claimed that
the new salesman should be brought to the home office as
soon afterhhiring as possible so that he may be trained
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and indoctrinated the way the company desires right from
the very start of his connection with the company. An
opposing viev^rpoin-L was that the field men should first get
experience in the field before taking the course . This
group felt the salesman would be in a beiter position to
profit from what the course had to offer him since the
theoritical training could be laid on a background of
practical experience. Combinations of field work and class-
room training have also been suggested.
The replies to this question ranged from ”no
time*' spent in the field to nine months before schooling.
'Only one company reported that their new salesmen did not
have any field ti'aining before coming to the home office
school. This company, a manufacturer of tabulating equip-
m.ent, did add that after schooling the salesmen started as
an Associate Sales Kepresentative under a Senior salesman.
Other companies kept their new men in the field for one,
two, three, four, five, six, or nine months depending on
various circumstances. The average time spent in the field
by nev/ men of the fifteen companies answering the question
was 3.et months. (One company holding a hom^e office school
did not answer this question.) The replies to this question
are summarized in Table VII.
Thus, the general practice of the responding
companies was to bring their men to the home office schools
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after a period of orientation in the fiela of about three
months
.
One reason for this practice was probably to
give the companies an opportunity to get some idea of a
man’s worth in the field and to determine whether or not
he woula profit by an expensive home office training course
.
the man was also given an opportunity to decide whether
TAELE Vli
AVEMGE Tim SPEFl' IN FIELD BY NF.V TvIEN BEFOBE
ATTENDING HOME Oi-'FIGE SALES SCHOOLS
Company .Answer in Months Mid-Point
1 3 to 6 4.5
2 0 0
3 4 4
4 2 2
5 6 6
6 5 5
7 3 3
8 1 1
9 2 2
10 3 to 6 4.5
11 3 to 6 4.5
12 2 to 3 2.5
13 9 9
14 2 2
15 2 2
Average time 3.4 months
he wanted to continue with the organization. Also, pro-
bably the men were likely to be better students after they
had a certain amiOTjnt of field experience. That is, they
would be more apt to profit from the instruction given
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because they are likely to better visualize how the school
training might help them, i.e., they would be more recep-
tive and informed students with field experience than with-
out it.
One company in an effort to strike a balance
between field ana school training divided their student
salesman's time about as follows:
The student spent about two months in the branch
office working with the manager and the salesmen with whom
he would work upon successful completion of the course.
Part of the reason for this was to give the branch manager
an opportunity to decide whether the m.an was a good risk
for home office training.
Successful candidates then went to the factory
for a three month course. The students were carefully
observed and any proving unadaptable were dropped at the
end of the school period. After finishing this school
the student returned to the branch as a Junior salesman
to get further experience. Then the student salesman was
brought back to the factory school for an intensive two
and a half months course. In this course, selling tech-
nioues, and product applications were stressed. After
completing this course the man returned to the field as a
senior salesman
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The fact that some respondents did divide their
home office school training into two phases, each phase
preceded and followed by field training is worthy of note.
One of the reasons for this was that these trainers recog-
nized that salesmen show greater desire for ti-aining after
they have had some field experience. Working in the field
meeting the complications and conditions salesmen do meet
on the job should whet the appetite of the average trainee
for further ti-aining. At least, he is more likely to
appreciate his need for it after meeting some field con-
ditions. Companies offering a lengthy home oifice course
could consider the possibility of diviaing it into two
sections with some field training betw'een courses.
An individual company in attempting to find the
best balance for its own program must consider its own
situation and requirements. Yet, any company could take
into account the fact that a three mionth pre-school train-
ing period is utilized by many industry leaders.
ClASS SIZES
Companies holding home office schools were asked
the average size of the class in training. The replies
indicated that classes ranged from; a minimum, of six men to
a maximum of forty. The average size of the classess of
the fifteen companies answering the question was 21.3 men.
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Table VIII summarizes the results to this question.
TABLE VII
1
SIZE OF HOME Oi-T'iCE SALES TPA-INiNG CLASSES
Company Answer Mid-Foint
1 10-20 15
2 40 40
3 22 22
4 16 15
5 20 20
6 40 40
7 40 40
8 12 12
9 25 25
10 6 6
11 12-15 13.5
12 8-10 9
13 30 30
14 12 12
15 30 30
Average Size 21.3
The size of the class would be affected by the
the company and its training problem. As maght be
expected, the largest companies tendea to have the largest
classes. Under ordinary circumstances, twenty to tw-enty-
five men would seem to be a good size sales class. A class
of that size should insure that each man would receive some
individual attention, provide for a group large enough to
discuss the course intelligently, and be a reasonable
efficient group for the company to handle at one time. Hov;-
ever, each organization should probably experiment to find
the size class that they can miost efficiently and econom-
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ically handle.
The companies were asked whether after-class
assignments were required of men attending home oifice
schools. The fifteen organizations ansv/ering this question
divided two to one favoring homew'ork; ten companies re-
quiring and five not requiring it. Companies favoring-
homework w'ould probably point out reasons such as the need
of getting the most material across in the shortest period
of time, the expense involved making full use of all avail-
able time necessary, the problem of occuping the leisure
hours of the men in session profitable, the incentive hom^e-
work would give to inform.al discussions after hours, and
the keener interest it might create in class problem:S and
discussion. On the other hand, the five conpanies not
requiring homework probably justify their position on the
grounds that they can present the material in concenti-ated
class sessions without requiring the men to spend addition-
al tim.e studying when they could be relaxing. Also there
is probably the feeling that some salesm.en might not like
the school idea carried to the extent of doing homie assign-
ments .
The fact that the majority of companies are using
after-school assignments as part of their home office train-
ing course indicates that companies not making use of the
device should reconsider their policy in this respect. The
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possible advantages suggested above are worth striving for.
PRESElvTIING THE TiAiHiNG FiATERlALS
Companies maintaining home office sales schools
were asked how they basically presented the material in
the home office school to the men. The most frequently
mientioned methods were discussions, lectures, demonstra-
tions, combinations of these three m.ethods, and other mseth-
ods such as texts, films, and conferences.
Selecting the proper miethod or combination of
methods to be used in presenting the material is a basic
issue in any sales ti-aining program. There are a variety
of training miethods from which the individual company naght
.
choose to make up its own program. Benge constructed a
table comparing some of the principal training methods.
(Table :CX)
Choosing the right combination of these mathods
is particularly important in the training of salesmen, it
is generally recognized that salesmen, as a group of stud-
dents, differ from, other types of student bodies. For
exanple, unlike college students, they do not pay any
tuition, but instead are usually paid employees investing
largely their tim.e. They are not working tov;ards a degree
or for any form;al academic recognition, but are preparing
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TABLE IX
Couiparison of Principal Llechovs of Training Sales Eiaployess
iv^ethod
Mental
Attitude
of
Eriployee
Participation (
Probleii.
Originates
with
Objectives
Size
of
Group
Correspondence Passive Eiiiployee Text Infor.-is.tion 1
Lecture Pas sive Instructor Instructor Information 1 to 5000
Case Study Active Instructor pri'
r;ia r i ly : employ'
ee also
- Instructor Infoi-ris.tion
Specific
handling
1 to 50
Conference Act ive Employee pri- Employee
inarily: instruct-
or also
Inforiiia,ticn
Reasoning
Principles
5 to 20
On The Job Active Instructor and
Employee
In struct or Infonmtion
Specific
hs.ndling
Skill
1 to 5
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for a specific job. They are not enrolled in a four year
course, more likely their total formal classroom training
in sales training can be measured in weeks.
Recognizing such differences, Rados stated that
in gathering materials, certain factors must be taken into
consideration
.
1. Training texts should make the salesm;an the
hero, his problems of selling the plot.
2. Original delivery should be slow enough to
permit thorough assimiilation.
3. Learning is greater when the subject is pre-
sented interestingly.
4. Learning is greatest when salesmen participate.
5. Learning is greater v/hen salesmien receive it
directly fromi a person, not a book.
6. Learning is greater when the salesman has
confidence in the teacher’s authority. (1)
Rados made the point that to a large extent,
learning depended upon suitable teaching methods. He
implies that learning could be accelerated by employing
good adiilt training techniques adapted to the requirements
of the individual organization.
Ordinarily, the lecture method is not generally
regarded by training directors as the most effective teach-
1. Rados, William. ‘'Five Principles Behind Effective
Sales Training”. Sales Management . April 15, 1947. p. 120
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ing teaching techniques possible in sales training programs
Many training directors believed it one of the least satis-
factory methods of impartirig knowledge since the instructor
does not know whether or not his lectui’e is getting the in-
formation over to the trainees, student interest is diffi-
cult to hold and so forth. ^ Yet, eleven of the sixteen
companies holding home office schools checked the device
as a basic method of presenting material to students. It
should be recognized that in the apparent trend towards
increased use of visual aids and dramatic teaching presenta
tion that the traditional lecture method might have been
too hastily discarded by some companies in their attempt
to use the nev;er methods. Yet, the lecture method of
training can be effective if not overv;orked. Several of
the companies indicated they used this method in conjunc-
tion with other devices. I'wo noted they made use of the
visualized lecture m.ethod of presentation. Another company
indicated they only made use of the lecture m.ethod in the
introductory stages of the training program. The fact
that eleven out of sixteen com.panies (68.7%) made use of
this method at all indicated that it still holds a promin-
ent position in the program of many companies. In general,
the miethod should be used as infrequently as possible in
1. Nystrom, P.H. (Ed.) Marketing Handbook . Konald Press,
New York, 1948. p. 1110
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view of some of the newer metboas which are increasingly
coming into favor. One reason v;hy lectures have decreased
in popul8j?ity, (.at one time nearly all home office training
programs were conducted largely by the lecture method) might
be found in the following observation.
Salesmen recall;
5 to 10% of what they hear from non-illustrated
lectures
.
30 to 50% of what they see from visual presen-
tations such as films, charts, blow-ups, drama-
tic skits, etc.
50 to 7O7S of what they say, as when the salesman
repeats in his own language the product presen-
tation, the answers to objections, the sales
closing phrases, etc.
70 to 90% of what they do, as when the salesman
gets orders through the use of what he has been
taught. (1)
Thus, while the lecture method of presentation
has its place in many programs, it is not considered as the
most satisfactory device to insure maximum learning effic-
iency. However, used in comibination with other methods of
presenting material, the lecture is still usea in the train-
ing programiS of many of the responding companies.
Eleven of the companies used a combination of
lectures, demonstrations, and discussions in conduction of
1. Kados, William. "Five Principles Behind Effective
Sales Training*’ . Sales Managrement . April 15, 194:7. p. laO
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their classroom training programs. This condition indicates
that no single method of teaching has been found suitable
for all situations . The most satisfactory method for each
company must be independently arrived at in view of the
specific circumstances of the case. However, the broad
trend towaras active rather than passive participation by
the trainee will probably continue.
VISUAL AIL'S IN THE SALES TBAINING LltOGiiAM
The respondents were asked to indicate the visual
aids used in their sales training programs. Table X indi-
cates the results of this question.
TABLE X
VISUAL AIDS IN SAHES TTAINING PKOGMMS
Aid Number of
Companies Using
Percentage
of Total Using
Charts 15 75
Sound Slide Films 14 70
Photographs 12 60
Motion Picture Films 10 50
Playlets 4 20
Records 3 15
Others 8 40
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Thus, certain aids, particularly films ana charts
of V0J71OUS sorts were used by most companies. In this stuay,
the responaing organizations aid not appear to be utiliz-
ing these aids to the fullest possible extent. However, it
is possible that somie of these organizations are making
wider use of visual aids than their replies to this ques-
tion v/ould indicate. For example, strictly speaking, a
blackboard, or a pad and pencil would be considerea as
visual aids. Probably m.any of the companies used such simple
devices yet in ansv;ering this question did not consider
themselves visual aid users. The replies to this question
indicate that furtner application of the visual aids would
be feasiDle in m.any training programs in the industry.
Visual aids are just that, aids in the training
job. They cannot do the whole training job or even a part
of it but they can serve as helpful tools. The principal
advantages claimed for visual aids are that they make
possible a standardized presentation, that they get over
the material to the salesman who is not inclined to read
or study, that they accelerate the learning rate, and that
they lengthen the period for which informiation is retained
by the learner.
1. Poliak, Saul. Kebuilding the Sales Staff . McGhaw Hill,
New York, 1947. p. 468
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Films constitute a major classification of visual
aids. More of the companies used sound slide films than
used motion picture films. Sound slide films are cheaper
to produce if the company desires a tailor made Job. But,
motion pictures are obtainable from various sources which
could fit into the training programs of some conipanies
equally as well as sound slide films. The motion picture
is the closest thing to on-the-Job training that it is
possible to bring into the classroom. The students can
actually see and hear a salesman making a sale, see the
product manufactured, visit custom.er offices, and parti-
cipate in other sales experiences. A good motion picture
film can be a very effective training aid. Yet, as the
larger number of companies using sound slid films indicates,
the film strip can be a very acceptable substitute for the
motion picture in t-aining. Slide films have an adaitional
advantage for training purposes in that the trainer can
stop the action anyv/here in the presentation to develop
any issues I'aised or to check the comipi'ehension oi the
class about what they are seeing.
The IQ'h using charts in their programs indicated
that they have be‘=^n found valuable as a teaching aid. Many
charts can be quickly and inexpensively prepared as they
are needed in the program. Organization charts, procedures,
and sysiems may be explained quickly by use of this aid.
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‘One company noted that their lectures always Included charts
and other devices thus turning the lecture into a "visual-
ized presentation"
.
Twenty percent or the companies made use or play-
lets and skits in their programs, if tiie theory that sales-
men learn by doing is acceptea it would seem that more
companies could utilize this type of aid. Salesmen could
put on presentations beiore the class, stage right and
wrong presentations, and otheiwise dramatize the training
program. With many sales groups this practice of drama-
tization v/ould appear to speed the learning process as
well as add interest to the course.
One aid which seemed to have been largely over-
looked by the responding companies in their progx'ams is
the use of records and other types of voice recordings.
It would appear that an effective combination of skits and
recordings could be worked out in many pi-ograms not now
m.aking use of them. From actual observations of the writer,
the activity of having students make recorded presentations
to each other which are played back and constructively
critized has been effective. This project need not in-
volve expensive equipment. The student salesmen would be
given a rare opportunity to hear himself as his customers
in the field might hear him and to correct any bad habits
before they become too serious.
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Visual aids are not to be used toi* their own sake
alone. But many companies have included various types of
aids in their progi-ams in recent years with satisfactory
results. Companies now using only a fev/ aids such as sound
slide films a chart or two could periodically review their
training techniques to see whether they might profitably
make use of more aids in their program:S.
THE USE Oi>‘ FIELD SALES SUPEHVISOhS
Fifteen of the twenty companies reported using
field sales supervisors in the training of their new sales-
men. Four companies did not use field supervisors. One was
not using them at the time of the survey but was planning
on using supervisors in the immediate future. Thus,
80% of the companies questioned w^ere using or planned to'
use field sales supervisors.
This is in line with a trend observed by many
towards decentralized on-the-job ti'aining and away from
relying on home office school training exclusively to
provide all the formal training a new man might need.
That 80% of the responding companies recognized the limi-
tations of school training by providing for follow-up by
by field sales supervisors is an indication of the general
recognition of the need for continuous sales ti'aining.
The percentage of companies using field sales supervisors
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also indicated that these companies realized their inside
training must be followed by supervisea field training if
their program is to be effective.
Poliak expressed the opinion of several writers
on the subject when he said that on-the-job training made
possible the satisfaction of most of the important re-
quirements of the learning process. It should be
apparent that classroom training could rsjrely be countea
on to train a man fully withouu som^e type of field follow-
up. Companies have used a variety of devices to provide
field training programme for their salesmen. Assigning the
new man to a veteran salesman for informal training was
one mentioned. Another method involved the use of field
sales supervisors. I'he duties of field supervisors vary
from company to company but generally one of their major
responsibilities is that of continuing the sales training
process with the men under his supervision, both exper-
ienced and inexperienced.
The field supervisor plan of sales training,
where newer salesmen are personally coached in the field
by supervisors paid to do this job represents an attempt
to give new m.en the benefit of individual field coaching,
1. Poliak, Saul. Rebuilding the Sales Staff . McGraw Hill,
New York, 1947. p. 384
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without taking up the time ot the regular salesmen in the
i’ield. j.n the past as mentioneu, some companies have
attempted to provide the nev/ man with continuous tie la
ti*aining by apprenticing him to a senior salesman tor a
period ot time until the recruit was reaay tor a territory
ot his own. This is still a common m.ethod ot introducing
new salesmen to the field and it haa advantages. It also
has the one glaring disaavantage that is frequently the
added responsibility ot training a new man could tend to
cut down the production ot the older man. Also the senior
salesman cannot be expected to be a training specialist
to the extent that a tiela sales supervisor is.
The general practice ot companies which train
men in the field through supervisors is to lim.it the num.ber
of men training under one supervisor to ten at a time. ^
This means that a supervisor could spend about one day every
two weeks working with each man. A group ot about ten
mien trained in this manner
,
after having been exposea to a
homa office training program, should produce some success-
ful salesmen tor the company. It the training program is
set up properly, this methoa ot training should reduce
turnover and turn out enough successful salesmen to cover
much ot the cost of the praining programi.
1. Dartnell Survey. Sales Training Practices . Dartnell Co.,
New York, 1939. Section VT
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CliAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS ANu KECOI'^IffiNL'ATIONS - A PATTERN I'OR TRAINING
Certain phases of the problem of training new
salesmen in the oifice equipment industry were discussed,
in this thesis. In this chaper the investigation is sum-
maizea ana recommendations are submitted lor the more ef-
fective organization oi sales training prog-rams in the
industry. The conclusions and recommendations are based on
four main sources of information:
1. Questionnaires returned by 20 office equip-
ment manufacturing companies.
2. Interviews with salesmen, sales managers,
and sales training directors in which sales training was
discussed.
3. The writer's experience as a salesman and
sales trainer while employed by one of the cooperating
conpanies
.
4. Background reading on the subject from pub-
lications listed in the bibliography
.
THE I'INliINGS Oi-' ‘INE SURVEY
Sales training was considered an Important
activity of the sales departments of the companies* who
responded. Ninety percent of the companies placed a speci-
fied executive, described by the majority as the Sales
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Training Director in charge of the program. Eighty per-
cent of the companies regularly held home office schools.
Fifty percent of the companies held branch sales schools.
Most of the training programs covered topics pertaining
to the product, company policy, and selling techniques.
A majority of coiip)anies used sound miethods and sources in
gathering their training material. The material v;as us-
uallj^ presented in an efficient manner, supported by the
use of a limited amount of visual aids and dramatized pre-
sentations. Eighty percent of the companies provided for
follow-up training in the field by field sales supervisors
employed to work with their new salesmen.
Thus, in general, the industry training picture
is not unsatisfactory. As an industry, office equipment
probably compares favorably with other industries in the
recognition and handling of its sales training problem.
Equipment companies such as National Cash Register, Inter-
national Business Machines, and Burroughs Adding* Machine
Company, have consistently pioneered in sales training
practices. But, the training programs of som.e of the
individual companies surveyed could be improved by streng-
ening certain aspects of their programs. Some avenues of
improvment open to som.e respondents are indicated below.
1. Ten percent of the respondents did not provide
for a centralized training department under the direction
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of a responsible company officer. Any company maintaining
a large sales force should appoint such an officer and
centralize responsibility for the performance of the train-
ing function. Sales training is too important an activity
to be handled entirely by general sales management. A
continuous, coordinated sales ti*aining program in this
industry requires specialized and centralized control Just
as the progressive sales manager relies on aptitude tests
and personnel specialists to assist him* in selecting sales-
men, he should call on training specialists to assist him
in the training function.
2. twenty percent of the respondents did not
hold home office sales schools. Not every organization can
afford nor needs to hold a homie office school, but compan-
ies not sponsoring schools should determine whether or not
they are now getting the necessary information to the men
more efficiently'- and economically than v/ould be possible
through hom*e oifice schools. Frequently, one home office
school v;ill prove less expensive and more satisfactory than
several branch schools. There are probably also psycho-
logical benefits in bringing salesmen to the home office
for their initial training. Ivlorale, interest, and enthus-
iasm! can be stim.ulateo thi*ough such schools. Only SO;-) of
the companies made use of branch sales schools. The m.ost
effective use or combination of use of the tv/o schools
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must be found by each company.
3. Certain elements basic in some training pro-
grams were not provided for in the sales ti’aining progi'ams
of other responding companies. Among the training elerr;ents
omrcited by these companies v/ere;
a. effective closing techniques
b. order writing
c. use of salesmen's reports
d. use of company sales aids
e. salesmien's time managemsent
More attention should be given to tnese techniques
of professional salesmanship. Some companies consentrated
most heavily on product and policy information and enphas-
ized least selling problems in the program. The training
of salewsmen, new men particularly, can hardly be consider-
ed complete without strong attention being paid to the
elemients of salesmanship. Information on the use of company
sales aids, closing techniques, and personal tim.e mjanage-
ment are probably as important and interesting to the new
salesman as the “history of the company" . The average
salesman will, of course, learn some selling techniques and
something about company history in the course of his assoc-
iation with the company, but the training program offers
the company an opportunity of presenting both types of
elements when and in the manner experience indicates is
the most satisfactory fashion. The company should attempt
to pass on some of its cumulative experience in the handl-
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ing of various sales situations. All companies not now
including these selling elements should reevaluate their
course content.
4, There v/as a noticeable lack of the use of the
tools of Job analysis and Job description in gathering
material for and building some training program;s. A com-
pany which has not analyzed the Job their salesmen are
doing, can not expect to have developea the ti*aining pro-
gram best fitted to their needs. The course will be of
m.aximuTn effectiveness only when it is designed to fill
specific requiremients based on a factual study and des-
cription of the selling Job. Some of the companies not
using these analytical techniques as an aid to sales mian-
agemient have probably been using the tools in their office
and production operations, but have delayed applying such
scientific procedures to their salesforce. Job analysis
would appear to be fundam;ental to the sales training pro-
gram.
5. Many of the companies were relying too heav-
ily on the use of lectures as a basic means of presenting
their home office training material to the m.en. Some of
these companies were not utilizing enough visual aids in
the course. The lecture technique has a place in training
programis, but since most programs must concentiate a large
amount of material (which the men must retain) in a comi-
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paratively short period of time, the most effective teach-
ing techniques for the particular unit should be sought.
The lecture might very well be used in the orientation
phase of the programi, but demonstrations, discussions,
skits, and similar devices also have an important place.
The lecture method is one of the oldest training techniques
and also one oi the easiest to prepare, but it is probably
not the most efficient as a steady diet in training sales-
men.
6. Twenty percent of the companies were not using
or planning to use field sales supervisors in the train-
ing of their new salesmen. The majority, 80%, recognizing
the need for continuous sales training provided for field
sales supervisors to support the men in the field. ON-
the-job training is increasing in use as a training device
to supplemient the more formal sales school type of in-
striiction and to provide the continuous training miodern
salesmien need. The use of fie la sales supervisors for
carrying out the function of supervising on-the-job train-
ing is a logical one. Actually, supervised field training
would be difficult to carry on without sales supervisors,
unless the sales manager performed the job. Supervisea
training takes part of the training job away from the sales
manager ana leaves him. more tim.e to perform, other import-
£int duties. The field sales supervisor, selected for his
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teaching ability in part, can bring a specializea and.
standardized approach to the training ot salesmen, both
new and older men alike . Companies not now using this
technique of supe 2?vision should consider it as a fundamental
cornerstone of their program of continuous training.
THE INUUSTlcY adjAINlNG PATTEHN
Certain companies v/ith developed training pro-
grams followed a pattern in developing their program..
This pattern was about as follows:
1. The salesman's job was broken down into its
conponent parts by using the techniques of job analysis and
descriptions suggested in Chapter VI. The reasoning behind
this activity was that before a man can be trained for a
job its specifications should be analyzed. Actually, the
job analysis need not be much moi-e than a complete summary
of the work that must be done by the salesman. Companies
should realize that their salesm.en do more than talk to
prospects and demonstrate machines. By studying a sum-
mary or analysis of the job, the training director should
be in a better position to decide on vi/hat should be in-
cluded in the program and in the way it should be presented.
2. After the salesman's job was broken down, som.e
coni'anies studied the actual techniques used, by their field
men in selling the product. Their objective was to develop
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a standard sales procedure which might be taught to all the
salesmen in the organization. It was necessary to actually
observe the salesmen in the tie Id and report how they sold,
rather then ^just to ask the top producers how they sold
the product. Canfield's experiments provea that what sales-
men say they do and what they actually do in selling the
product are frequently two entirely different things.
Thus, field observation of salesmen was fundamental to
many programs
.
3. The companies gathered materials for their
training programs by miaking use ol several sources such as
conferences, surveys, field observation of salesmen, sales
meetings, and salesmen's reports in an effort to determine
the subject matter and types of infornation that should
be included in the program.
At least several of these methods should be used
to gather material for any training program for the finish-
ed program is not likely to be better than the material
going into it. Some respondents did not make effective use
of sources close at hand. For examiple, 25% oi the respona-
ing companies did not observe their salesm^en in the field
before they compiled training material. These companies
faced a risk of having their programs become too formal and
academic by not observing and consulting their field men.
Companies that do not study their salesforce in action
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before building their programs are overlooking a potenti-
ally valuable additional source of iniormation.
An incidental beneiit resulting from observing
salesmen in building the program lies in the feeling of
salesforce participation in the program it brings to the
entire organization. When the salesmien are consulted as
the program is being developed, they are more likely to
take an active interest in the program and regard it as
something of real value rather than as just another home
office device to take time away from selling. This is not
an unimportant factor as companies should attempt to insure
rriaximum salesforce participation in and acceptance of the
program. The main consideration, however, is that as miany
sources as feasible should be consulted in compiling the
program. It is difficult to see how the program can be con
sidered complete when the salesmen are not observed and con
suited during the construction and revision of the program.
In a sim.ilar manner, sales meetings, conferences, sales
report analysis, and surveys can be used effectively in
building the program. The use of several of these sources
should contribute to a sound progi'am which will be accept-
ed and used by the salesforce.
4. The best method of presenting these materials
was sought. That is, the best method consistent with com-
•pany i-equirements and resources. In general, the infer-
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mation was taught in the home ottice school, in i'ield schools
of various types, on the job, perhaps under the control of
sales supervisors, or by informal continuous training in
the field through bulletins, correspondence courses, and
sales meetings.
Some responaents did not follow all oi these lour
steps. However, the ommission or any one would probably
weaken the value and effectiveness of the entire training
program.
THE HEEL EOK CONTINUOUS TRAINING
The need for training salesmen exists even within
a veteran sales organization inasmuch the necessity of a
company training its salesmen continues as long as a man
stays with the company.
In this stuay, the starting point for most pro-
grams was usually a home oifice or branch sales school,
generally precedea and followed by on the job instruction
in the field. After the training school course most new
men received som.e type of supervised field training- on the
job which continued to the end of their formal training
period. After this point, though, many companies did not
make much provision for further training of their salesmen.
Yet, the need for this training exists.
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The sales force can be kept on a continuous train-
ing program through the use oi such devices as correspon-
dence courses or regular bulletins distributed by the train-
ing department. Such activities have to be controlled so
that they do not place too much or a load on the men, but
they can be effective in keeping the men aware of what they
can gain from a continuous training program. Hom*e office
refresher courses were another device not mentioned by many
companies
.
It should be possible to stress in the home office
school the fact that training should continue as long as
a man stays in selling. The salesman's responsibility in
continuing his own training could be emphasized. For the
training conscious salesman is an asset not only to his
company but himself. The longer the salesman stays in
training the more likely he is to know about the product
he is selling and the market he is selling to. A salesmian
can rarely m.aster from his first home office course all the
inform.ation on new methods and uses for his product that
would stand him in good stead in the field. Nor, is he
likely to acquii-e in a short training period all of the
knowledge of fundamental sales techniques that he will need
to becom.e an outstanding salesmian. Continuous training is
the answer of many comipanies.
It is important for management and the sales-
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force to realize that training should be a never ending
process. At least, it should not end as long as there is
a chance that in.proverrent remain to be made
. In m;ost
organizations, the situation is probably that improveirients
are possible and can be made through continuous training.
It is important for a training departmient to
follow through on their sales training plan to see that
the methods and techniques they have advocatea are being
used in the field. It is a comparatively simjile miaiter for
salesmien to stop using the procedures taught to them in the
school once they start selling in the field. Much of the
value of the training period could be lost if some type of
follow-up training- is not provided. The miost satisfactory
follow-up in any training plan should start the day the mian
is hired. If the new salesmisn is sold on the need for the
value of the company's training program, the advantages
that v/ill accrue to him by continuing to improve himjself and
to keep applying what he has learned in -training, the follow-
up chore is miinim.ized. Right at the start of the program,
training should be made a part of the salesman's work pattern.
At least one respo'nding company made a definite
effort to sell nev/ men on the idea that training- would not
insure their success, that is, it v;as not a substitute for
hard vjork, but that the training provided would be invalu-
able in miSking his v/ork easier and in contributing to his
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APPENDIX

AtFENDiX A
Mr. Alan W. Croswell, Sales Manager
Soundscriber Gorpora-tion
146 Munson Street
iMew Haven, Conn.
Mr. T. E. Miller, Vice President and C^neral Sales Manager
Shaw-Walker Company
Muskegon 81, Mich.
Mr, J.W. Stallings, Sales Manager
Clarry Multiplier Corporation
1524 North Main Street
Los Angeles, California
Mr. J. G. Beadle, General Sales Manager
A. B. Dick Company
720 West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago 6, Illinois
J.^r. Edwin H. Denny, Sales Manager Addressograph Division
Addre ssograph-Multigraph Corporation
1200 Babbitt Road
Cleveland 17, Ohio
H. C. Davis, General Sales Manager
The McBee Company
295 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N, Y.
Mr. iiay R. Eppert, Vice president
Burroughs Adding Machine Company
6071 2nd Avenue
Detroit 32, Mich.
?/tr. E. G. Sam.uelson, Vice President
Felt and Tarrant Company
1735 N. Pauline Street
Chicago 22, Illinois
Mr. John M. Wilson, Vice President
National Cash Register Co.
Dayton, Ohio
I^. T. 77. Simpson, Sales Promotion Manager
Marchant Calculating Machine Co.
1475 Powell Street
Oakland 8, California
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APPENDIX A
Mr. L. M. Powell, (General Sales Manager
Diotophone Sales Corporation
420 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
f^lr. Robert Zinn, Sales Manager
Standard. Register Company
Dayton, Ohio
Mr. Charles E. Love, General Sales Manager
International Business Machines Corporation
590 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Ivlr. A. N. Seares, Vice President Systems Division
Systems Division
Remington Dana Inc
.
315 Fourth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Mir. K. K. Knickerbock, President
Acme Visible Records
122 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago 3, Illinois
M[r. William T. Criswell, Vice President
Ralph T. Coxhead Corporation
333 Avenue of the Am.ericas
New York 14, N. Y.
Mr. J. B, McCormick, Vice President
L. C. Smith and Corona Typewriters
701 E. Washington Street
Syracuse 1, N. Y.
Mr. D. B. Starrett. Sales Manager
Royal Typev/riter Company
2 Park Avenue
New York, N. Y,
Mr. Fred S. Himebauch, Sales Manager
Victor Adding Machine Company
3900 N. Rockwell Street
Chicago 18, Illinois
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APPENDIX A
Mr. W. H. Greenwood, Vice President
Pitney Bowes, Inc.
757 Pacific Street
Stamford, Conn.
Mr. A. L. Papworth, General Sales Manager
Moore Business Norms, Inc.
900 Buffalo Avenue
Niagai-a Falls, N. Y.
Ur, H. A. Schuler, Vice President, Tabulating Machine Division
Pemington x4and Inc
.
315 Fourth Avenue
New York 10, N. Y.
I.'lir. G. J. Owen, Vice President
The Todd Company, Inc.
1150 University Avenue
Rochester 7, N. Y.
I^. W, J. Thompson, Sales J.'Ianager
Varco Inc
.
I4l W. Jackson Boulevard
Chicago 4, Illinois
Ur, C. M. Juncbluth, Sales Manager, Typewriter Division
Underwood Corporation
1 Park Avenue
Nev/ York 16, N. Y.
Mr. A. V/. Jackson, Vice President and C^neral Sales Manager
Diebold Incorporated
1411 Fifth Street S. W.
Canton 2, Ohio
I'-lir. C. R. Hall, Sales Manager
The Egry Register Company
429 E, Monument Avenue
Dayton 2, Ohio
Mr. Robert Kirkpatrick, Vice President
Ditto, me.
2243 V'J, Harrison Street
Chicago 12, Illinois
Mr. Paul B. Buclw/alter
,
General Sales Ivdanager
National Blank Book Company
Holyoke, Mass.
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